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THE RELATION BETWEEN EPIDEMIC
ERYSIPELAS AND PUERPERAL

FEVER.

BY J. E. JENNER, M.D., C.M., L.R.C.P. L., PICTON, ONT.

ding was saturated with blood and about a quart
of clots were lying on the sheet. She had lost con-
siderable blood the day before and was still flowing
pretty freely. Having a fair pulse and not mani-
festing symptoms of immediate collapse, I deter-
mined to remove the placenta at once, which could
be felt protruding from the os and partly in the
vagina. Being accustonied to taking stimulants
freely, I gave her a glass of brandy and water, and
inserting my hand iiito the vagina, detached the
adherent portion of placenta by insinuating two
tingers between it aid the wall of the uterus, first
having tried-without success-Credé's method of
expression. (The placental attachment was at the
"meri(lian zone." Barnes). I had no difficulty in
removing the placenta and amn satisfied it came
away entire, and that no portion of the secundinesAbout the middle of the last century an epidemie were left behind. The hemorrhage ceased imme-of puerperal fever broke out in Paris, and an emi- diately; I gave lier two grains of opium in powdernent French physician writing on the sub jet,stated and washed out the uterus with a 2 % solution ofthat the puerperal fever ten prevalent was an ery- carbolic acid, using at least two quarts, the watersipelas of the peritoneun. But this iew did 1ot being as hot as my hand could bear it. There wasattract wh ucn attention for about a bundred years, neither liæmorrhage nor pain after this, save somewen several English and Arierican writers pub- intermittent after-pains, the result, I pr sume, oflished, almost simultaneously, accounts of numerous the ergot I had given lier immediately upon seeingepidemics as well as isolated cases of puerperal ber. This was in the morning; about 2 o'clockfever evidently traceable to erysipelatous inocula- that afternoon she had a marked chill and when Ition, and now the intimate and reciprocal relation- saw lier in the evening her temperature was 102.5°sip existing between these two diseases is admitted F. I again wasled out the uterus and left twoby all authorities, the poison of either disease being 10 gr. powders of quinine to be taken during thecapable under favorable circumstances of producing night. She had no pain whatever. The followingthe other. Thus, puerperal women exposed to the morning I found her very restless and anxiouspoison of erysipelas are almost certain to contract about her condition, the features cold, pinched andpuerperal fever, and their babes frequently die bloodless, the expression haggard and anxious ;within a few days of erysipelas neonatorum. On temp. 104.5° F., pulse 140, resp. 48. There wasthe oter and, wounds dressed by a surgeon in profuse sweating, had been a rigor about an hourattendance on puerperul fever patients, often take before, and the extremities were cold. She hadon an erysipelatous nature. Dr. Cox relates, that all the symptoms of malignant puerperal fever,a p tysicean aving bled an erysipelatous patient, and died on the fifth day. I was at the same timesoon afterwards used the same lancet to bléed a attending a case of phlegmonous erysipelas somemn injured by a fall and also a woman in labor. miles away, and although I had taken the precau-The man deveroped an attack of phlebitis and the tion to disinfect myself thoroughly and change mywoman of puerperal fever. clothing, I believe I was the means of carrying theAn instance whicb occurred in my own experi- infection to ny puerperal patient. She had mis-ence well illustrates the reciprocal relation between carried on several occasions before. On the even-tlese two diseases.. In April, 1884, I was called ing after lier funeral two of -her children, a boy St.to see a woman who was " flowing badly." Her 13 years and a girl St. 6 years, were suddenlylusband told me she was in the sixth month of attacked with vomiting, sore throat and headache.pregnancy. and had miscarried the day before. I saw them on the day following and. pronouncedWlen I saw her she was quite blanched, the bed- them both cases of scarlatina. The next day the
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rash covered the body and there was then no doubt
as to the nature of the disease. Both patients did
well on the simplest treatment, the type beiig
a mild one, they had reached the beginning of
the fourth week, desquamation was aliost com-
pleted and both ebildren had been up some time-
though this was contrary to orders-when the lit-
tle girl manifested symptoms very similar to those
which ushered in her recent illness. Her father
prescribed some domestic remedies, salts, smart-
weed tea, etc., but the patient getting no better-
but rather worse-he sent for me on the third day.
I found the patient excited and tremulous, face
flushed and swollen on one side; pulse 160, quick
and full ; temp. 104.5° F. She had intense head-
ache and delirium at times, a dry, brown, tremu-
lous tongue. Behind each ear was a patcli of
eczema, which had broken out afresh since desqua-
mation after scarlatina. Her father said " she was
subject to sore eyes." The right ear was swollen
to several times its normal size, and large blebs
full of sero-purulent fluid were to be seen. The
redness and swelling had spread well over the right
side of the scalp and face, the right eye being
swelled shut. The case was obviously one of
cutaneous erysipelas of the head and face, the
point of departure being doubtless the eczematous
sore behind the ear. The inflammation extended
over the head, face and neck, travelling over the
entire trunk and down the extremities to the
knees and elbows, where it stopped. In its pro-
gress over the body and limbs, the redness advanced
about two inches each day and did not last longer
than forty-eight hours in one place, fading away
in about two days. The margin was well narked,
raised and irregular. The temperature ranged
between 1020 F. and 104° F., until the beginning
of the fourth week, by the end of which it had
subsided entirely, and the skin-after a thorough
washing with soap and water--had resumed its
natural color and appearance.

I ordered rest in bed in an airy room, shaved
the head and put on hot linseed-meal poultices,
and painted the face and soft parts with a mixture
of collodion and castor oil-equal parts. Pre-
.scribed quinine, iron, and chlorate of potash in
full doses, digitalis and other diuretics as required,
and restricted the diet to fluids, milk eggnog, beef
tea, janifial broths and some farinaceous food,
keeping the bowels relaxed by castor oil, glycyr-

rhiza and other mild aperients. The local treat-
ment of the body and extremities consisted in
poultices until the redness disappeared, followed
by inunction with Kentish's ointment, repeated
each morning for two or three days. There was
some albumen in the urine, probably the sequel
of the scarlatina she had just recovered from.

On the third day after I was called to see this
patient, her brother, who had accompanied ber
through the attack of scarlatina, also developed
erysipelas. In his case the eruption was confined
to the mucous membrane of the nares, the bridge
of the nose and the soft tissues below the eyes.
It was perfectly symmetrical, and both nares were
almost occluded for a time. His temperature ran
up to 103° F. for a few days, with other constitu-
tional symptonis of a mild type. Free action on
the bowels, with quinine, iron, and chlorate of
potash, rest in bed, topical application of ol. ricini
and collodion, with the usual precautions in the
matter of diet, sanitation, etc., constituted the
treatnient in his case. In a week he was quite
well.

REMARKS.-Since the mother's death these two
children had slept in her bed with the father.
None of the other members of the household had
been thus exposed, and there were several small
children in the bouse, among them a babe two
nonths old, belonging to the housekeeper. None
of these suffered from either disease. Though the
bed-linen and coverlets had been wasbed and tho-
roughly cleansed after the mother's death, and
the mattresses and pillows aired, I still think that
both the scarlatina and erysipelas in these twO
children nay bave been due to infection froni the
puerperal fever poison, by sleeping in the saime
room and on the same bedding so soon after the
mother's death. There were no other cases of'
erysipelas in the neigbborhood, and although scar-
latina had appeared in the school, neither nself
nor any members of the family had been exposed
to the disease. Many authorities believe a clos6

relationship exists between scarlatina and puer-pJ
ral fever, but whether this relationship be recipro
cal or not, is, I think, not yet established.

It is laid down as a rule and taught in th"
schools, that when a practitioner has been unfort
tunate enougb to get a case of genuine puerpera.
fever, he should at once give Up lis midwifer
practice for a period of at least three weeks, and
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devote his attention in the meantime to daily
ablutions until he is purified from the contaminat-
ing influence which attends him. Now if it be
true, as it unîdoubtedlv is, that the contagium of
erysipelas is capable of developing in a puerperal
woman genuine puerperal fever-and indeed the
opinion is prevalent among the French that every
case of puerperal fever is an erysipelatous inflam-
mation of the peritoneum-it follows that during
epidemics of erysipelas the practice of midwifery
must be relegated entirely to inexperienced women
-technically called midwives. There is no doubt
that the doctor assumes some risk in attending
the lying-in chamber while being daily exposed to
the virus of erysipelas; still I believe it is quite
possible for the accoucheur to so thoroughly disin-
fect himself, as to guard effectually against the
danger of communicating such specific poison to
his patient. During the past spring an epidemic
of erysipelas spread over this district and several
deaths from it, as well as from puerperal fever,
were reported. One woman was confined in the
same room where slept a child suffering from sup-
purating erysipelas of the head and face. She
died fron puerperal fever six days after confine-
ment. The child was removed as soon as the phy-
sician arrived, but too late to protect the woman,
who was already through with her labor and had
flowed some before the doctor reached her.

I continued my midwifery practice as usual,
although I was at the time in daily attendance on
cases of erysipelas, some of which were of the
phlegmonous variety, which is said to be more
virulent than the simple cutaneous non-suppurat-
ing type. I adopted a rigid system of disinfection
daily, taking a general bath after returning from
my erysipelas patients, sponging the body-especi-
ally the hair and whiskers-with a carbolic lotion,
using carbolic acid freely in the lying-in room ;
never wearing clothes that had been exposed to
any infectious diseases. I handled my patients as
little as possible, and used as a lubricant, carbolized
tallow softened with turpentine. I observed in
two cases where there was slight laceration, and
where I was extremely anxious to guard against
septic absorption, keeping the raw surface covered
by a piece of lint soaked in a 2 % solution of car-
bolic acid and using a carbolized vaginal douche
three times a day, that after forty-eight hours the
patients suffered retention of urine ; using the

catheter and discontinuing the use of carbolie
acid for a couple of days, had the effect of restor-
ing the normal function of the bladder, which I
believe was paralyzed by absorption of the acid.
My precautions may have been overdrawn, but I
had the satisfaction of seeing all my patients do
well, not one of the twelve J attended during the
epidemic manifesting any symptoms of septic poi-
soning.

THE GROWTH OF A PROFESSION.

Ab8tract of the address delivered before the Canada
Medical A8sociation, in Chatham, Ontario.

BY WILLIAM OBLER, M.D., M.R.C.P., LOND.
President of the Association, Professor of Clinical

Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.

The incorporated body of the profession in each
province of Canada is variously known as the "Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons," the " Medical
Council," or the " Medical Board," and, as you are
all well aware, by the Act of Confederation, each
province is left to regulate its own ed icational
affairs. Within the past ten or twelve years, so
many important changes have been effected, par-
ticularly in the older provinces of Ontario and Que-
bec, that the boards are gradually approaching a
state of efficiency.

As regards education, the ideal board should
perform the following duties: 1st. Test the fitness
of young men to enter upon the study medicine ;
2d. Order the curriculum in a manner best suited
to the country and the requirements of modern
medicine ; and, 3d. Control absolutely the exami-
nations for the license to practise. Upon each of
these points I propose to make a few remarks,
referring particularly to existing conditions :

1. Preliminary education and matriculation.
In most of the provinces a thoroughly satisfactory
system prevails, and a young man, before entering
upon the study of medicine, must give evidence
that his general education is of such a nature as
will enable him to pursue intelligently the study
of a learned profession. A board should control
its own matriculation examination, and should ac-
cept no other. It is directly responsible to the
profession that no incompetent person shall be ad-
mitted to study. The check comes lighter to a
young man, and is more easily borne at this time
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than later in his career. The examiners should greater circumspection in the future. That therebe independent persons, engaged in general teach- has been a good deal of tinkering, and not alwaysing and there should be at least three or four. No of a satisfactory kind, is a complaint frequentlyone man can conduct a preliminary examination made by schoolmen. That there has been verywith entire satisfaction. The organization of the little and that the resuits have not been bad, Willy
board of matriculation examiners in Quebec should I think, be the verdict of any one who looks into
serve as a model for ail the other provinces. It the matter fully. The curriculum is at present in awas a decidedly retrograde step when the medical transition stage, and we must expect in the nextcouncil of this province relegated the entrance ex- few years to see important changes, but into theseamination to other hands. And the acceptance I do not propose to go in detail. One thing isof the intermediate High School certificate is iiot clear, that the Boards and the teaching bodieswithout its disadvantages. Throughout Canada must act in concert-in the interest of the studentthe subjects for matriculation have always closely and of the profession harmonious action must befollowed those recommended by the British Medi- arranged. In this country the students of alcal Council, and embrace the elements of a good classes seek -the degree as well as the license andgeneralo eduction wit ae fai amoun ofLatinan•geTeral eucation, witb a fair amount of Latin are not, as the majority are in Great Britain, sat-To these special subjects have lately been added tisfied withi the latter. Hence the imperativeNatural Phiosophy, Chemistry and Botany (op- need of a certain uniformity in the requirementstional). The student las ad in the past several of the boards of the universities. The teachersdificulties to contend with which should be re- cannot possibly arrange the instruction on diversemoved. le las had to pass in some cases two plans. The duty of the Board is to lay down aexaminations: one before the board of his province, minimum curriculum to which every student shah

and the other before the university at which he conform, and which the schools can easily carrywishes to take his degree. Now the matriculation out. The university requirements, while as muchexamination of the boards should be placed on higler as the authorities choose to exact, should
such a level, and conducted in such a way, that be laid down in the same lines, so that a studentany university could consistently accept it in lieu could easily proceed in is studies for the one or
of its own, and if it was universally recognized the other without inconvenience, and the teachers
by the profession, by teachers of high schools, prepare a man for either examination without
and by the candidates, that there was but one por- needless repetitions.
tal of admission to the study of medicine, and that Among important questions which await sette-
through the medical board hy means of its autho- ment in some of the Provinces are the strict en-rized examiners, a great deal of trouble and annoy- forcement of the four years of study and the advisa-ance would be prevented. Again, in the interests bility of prolonging the session to ine months, or,of the student, the greatest care should be exer- what amounts to the saine thing, making the su-
cised in the selection by the examiners of subjects mer session compulsory. The plan of allowing a stu-
wich the candidates wil find taught in the dent to pass one of his four years of study with aadvanced classes of the higl schools. Similar physician should be done away with at as early abooks to those read for other matriculations should date as possible. For two reasons: in the first place,
as far as possible be chosen. it is, in a majority of instances, a farce, and we2. The regulation of the curriculum. The gen- find on enquiry that the student has been pursuingerai profession, through its delegates, has an in- his usual avocation, and perhaps going to a doctor'scontrovertible right to regulate and frame the office in the evening : it is cei tainly not the equi-curriculum of study which men shall follow who valent of a session at college. If allowed at all,aspire to join its ranks. The governments allow it should not be the first year, but the third, asthis right and have empowered the Boards to frame permitted in the province of Quebec, for then asuch measures as they see fit. In the exercise of student is in a position to obtain really valuablothis function there has been a little friction in the instruction in practical medicine and surgery froDpast, and in no one of their duties will the Boards his preceptor. I was surprised a few years ago,of the various provinces require to proceed with on obtaining the statistics from the registrar of one'
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of the boards, to ind how many men there were dual boards will be needed, one for the French andWho passed on the three sessions. In this matter, one for the English.the boards should not be behind the leading uni- In carrying out the details of a central examin-versities, which no longer recognize the year with ing board, there are inevitable difficulties whicha hysician as the equivalent of a session. And, in at first cause worry and discontent, but, withthe second place, the change should be made in the patience and mutual forbearance, gradually vanish.snterests of the schools thenselves. On no possible The choice of suitable examiners is a delicatesciene can you arrange a satisfactory three- matter, and one on which the schoolmen are aptsession course. Either a man pays too much at- to air grievances more or less just. They certainlytestion to his primary subjects in the first two should not be selected at random from the mem-sessions and leaves the important final branches bers of the council. A few years ago a friend offor one short session, or lie tries in his second ses- mine was nominated examiner in chemistry at thesion to work hard at both and ends in a muddle- Quebec Board. He was a remarkably able practi-pated condition which unfits him for either. The tioner, but with a very indistinct and hazy know-prolongation of the session to nine months, as now ledge of chemistry, and it was hard to say whoexists in some of the schools in the Province of was most uneasy at the examination, Dr-orQuebec, must utimately corne in al the colleges. the students. Teachers in the schoois have goodHow the fooiish habit arose of giving six months' grounds for complaint when the Boards select asvacation we need not stop to inquire-the foely of examiner on special subjects-such as anatomy,it is too evident to, need remark ; and we can safeiy cliemistry, pliysioiogy, and patliology-men whopredict that within ten years the nine months' have been for years in active practice without anycourse will be universal, either as a continuous ses- possibility of keeping their own knowledge onsion, as at Laval University, or by making the these subjects fresh and practical, and who tonow optional summer session compulsory. " brush up " require to work as hard, may be, as3. The control of the licensing power is the the poor candidates. With the more practicalmost important function of the medical boards. branches these difficulties do not exist, and theA uniform system has not yet been adopted in all Councils have a wide field for selection. Wherethe provinces. In too many the possession of a special technical knowledge is needed, it would bedegree, -obtained after a proper course of study, preferable even to override the law which.forbidsstil entitles the holder to the license, all others the selection by the Boards of any teacher as anhaving to submit to examination. In the Province examiner on his own subject. For the ''Staatsof Ontario the most advanced position has been Examen," in Germany, the professors in differentreahed, and the one road to registration is through departments are usually chosen by the governmentthe examination conducted by a board appointed to conduct the examination in their specialby the medical council. To this the other provin- branches. The point is one to which the Boardsces must ultimately come. It is what the profes- should attend carefully in the future. They.losesion in Great Britain lias been striving after for the respect of the profession and of the students inyears, and so far striving in vain against the nominating as examiners men without special qual-power Of corporations and vested interests. In ifications in certain fields.the Province of Quebee the medical board aceepts The examinations for the license should be madedegrees frors the local universities to which it in all respects as practical as possible, but to dosends alssesorsafter the manner of the British this a Provincial Board must possess its own build-Medical Council, Who report on the nature of the ing and appliances, and make arrangements withexaminations. Others than the holders of such hospital authorities to have free access to a suf-degrees must submit to examination. Although ficient number of patients. As the work is donethis method lias not worked badly, it is but a primarily in the interests of the public, it is clearlymake-shift, and must flnally le replaced by a cen- the duty of the Legislatures to assist in makingtral board of examiners, Who shal test the qualifi- suitable provision, and it seems probable that On-cations of all candidates. Unfortunateîy the pre- tario, the first to set the example of a one-portalvalent conditions of that province are such that licensing system, will also be the first to have a
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local habitation worthy of her incorporated profes- one can doubt that these 93 men were greatly
sion. Such a building should contain the para- benefited by the period of additional study and
.phernalia necessary for examnination purposes. The by contact with men of other schools and countries,
division into a primary and a final examination, but they would have been still more benefited if
as at present made in most of our universities, and they had first conformed to the requirements of
at the Ontario Medical Council, seems the best ar- their own province, and aided the profession in
rangement. The former embracing anatomy, maintaining regulations the benefits of which are
physiology, general and medical chemistry, and universally recognized.
materia nedica ; the latter, the practical branches The fees demanded by the boards excite a good
of medicine, surgery and midwifery. In practical deal of grumbling on the part of students and
details the " Staats Examen," of Germany, night practitioners. A sum of 870 is charged by the
im many particulars be followed. Ontario Board for the three examinations, matric-

A serious difficulty lias been felt in conducting ulation, primary, and final ; and in Quebec the
the examinations satisfactorily as regards time, registration fee is 820, and the matriculation $10.place and rapidity. They should come off after the It is the old story, those who are best treated
university examinations have been completed, and often complain the most. In the matter of fees,not, as now, immediately at the close of the session. the medical students of Canada are in too easy a
More time could then be given, which will be position, and they must expect changes in the nearnecessary if the tests are to be made more practi- future. While the expenses of conducting a med-
cal. As the number of candidates increases, the ical school have quadrupled in the past twenty-the examiners on each branch should be doubled. five years, the fees have not increased ten per cent.
One centre in each province should be chosen for The charges of the boards are just and reasonable,
the sittings of the Board, and in almost each in- as well as necessary to meet expenses. The annual
stance this will be the chief town. To go to Que- tax on physicians of $1 in Ontario and $2 in Que-
bec for one meeting and Montreal the next, as is bec, is often spoken of as irksome, but surely it is
the practice in the Province of Quebec, and to a trifling contribution to the general welfare ofhold an examination in Kingston as well as in the profession.
Toronto, are touching and tender tributes to age It seems extraordinary to outsiders that in awith which a harder generation must soon dispense. country like Canada, with scarcely five millions of
Very much more time must be hereafter given inhabitants, there should be so many licensing
to those practical portions of the examinations boards, and a still greater anomaly, that a licenti-
which afford the only true test of a man's fitness ate in one province cannot practise in another-
to enter the profession. The day of theoretical that there should be no reciprocity. So it seemed
examinations is over. An anomaly which has also to many earnest minds a decade or so ago,
been the source of no little irritation results from when in this Association a strong attempt waS
our close connection with the mother country. Any made at several meetings to frame a Dominion
registered practitioner of Great Britain under the Medical Bill. It failed, as will, I think, subse-
present British act can claim registration in the quent ones, should they be made. Only one
colonies without further examination. After grad- remedy remains, the boards of the various provin
uating, Canadian students are enabled to give the ces may in time so assimilate the curriculum and
Board the slip by taking an English or Scotch qual- examinations that reciprocity may become possible,
ification, and registering in Great Britain, when but this we cannot expect for some years. For
they return and are entered upon the register with- certain purposes a Dominion Registration Bureau
out further examination. In the past five years at Ottawa seems specially indicated ; thus the sur-
378 men have registered in the Province of On- geon of a Quebec regiment doing duty in Ontario
tario, and of these there were 93 Canadians, who would be practicing illegally, and in the marine
did so on their British registration ; that is to say, .the surgeons sailing in the passenger steamers
about one-fourth of the number have avoided the must be registered in the province of the port fror11
enactment of the Board by proceeding to Great -which the vessel hails. There would be great if
Britain'ald passing at one of the Colleges. No not insuperable objections raised to any such bu
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reau, though it might be feasible to devise a plan
for the military surgeons and those belonging to
the mercantile marine.

I have dealt thus fully with the constitution and
and functions of the medical boards of the provin-
ces, because I feel convinced that the safety of the
profession rests with them. Of inestimable service
in the past, their work in the future will be even
more beneficent. Do arouse to a sense of your
professional advantages. Where else (o the medi-
cal men of a country enjoy the rights of conduc-
ting their own affairs in their own parliament?
Look at Great Britain, where our mighty sister
Association, with all her influence, and backed by
eleven thousand members, could not force the prin-
ciple of professional representation into the last
medical bill, and at the best was only able to secure
three or four members from the profession at large.
Rest content when in each Province of this Dom-
inion you have (1) an elective representative as-
sembly (medical board, council, or college), with
members from each teaching body; (2) absolute con-
trol of preliminary qualifications, curriculum, and
examinations for the license to practise ; (3) appro-
priate accommodation for the meetings of the boards,
for the conducting of examinations, and for preser-
vation of the local and general archives of the pro-
fession. The full development of the Acts of
1788 and 1815 will not be reached until these
things are accomplished. The first two you have
already won in a majority of the Provinces, the
last will perhaps be the most difficult of accom-
plishment ; but I feel confident that the day is not
distant when in the capital of each province the
ncorporated profession will have a stately Æscu-

lapian temple worthy the traditions and aspirations
of our high calling.

CASE OF NEURALGIA OF THE TRIGE-
MINAL NERVE.*

BY T. OVENS, M.D., ETC., ARKONA, ONT.

MR. C-HAIRMAN,- I shall not weary you with a
description of this affection in general, nor shall I
attempt to say anything of its pathology, because
in any of our works on the diseases of the nervous
system you can read a better description of the
malady than I could give you in this paper, but

* Read before the Ontario Medical Association, inLondon, -June, 'W5.

unfortunately, none of our authors give us an

adequate knowledge of the pathology of this ter-
rible diseaae. What I purpose doing, is to bring
my patient before you, and to describe his case in
particular.

The patient is now twenty-one years of age, a
beekeeper by occupation, having always lived in
the country in a locality free from malaria and
containing good water in abundance. His parents,
brothers and sisters are living. No neuralgia, in-
sanity, epilepsy, syphilis, cancer, phthisis, nor any
other disease in the family. When about eight
years of age he fell from the scaffolding to the barn
floor, a height of about fourteen feet; was uncon-
scious for some hours; blood flowed freely from the
mouth, nose and ears; made a good recovery.

Was in good health till the spring of 1879,
when he complained of severe pain in right upper
jaw; the extraction of a carious tooth relieved the
suffering for a few weeks; the.pain again returned,
several teeth were extracted but without mitigat-
ing its severity in the least. From that time till
the middle of April of the present year, the patient
suffered terribly. Each autumn, winter and spring
the pain seemed to be more atrocious than it
was the preceding year. . During the warni
weather the pain was not nearly so severe, but
never entirely ceased. The patient was under
treatment during all this time by different phy-
sicians.

On the first of February of this year, he con-
sulted me. He had just returned from a three
months' sojourn in Quebec, whither he had gone
for treatment and change of scene. At that time
the pain came on every five or ten minutes, lasting
from half a minute to a minute ; it was of a
burning, boring, lancinating character, darting
lightning-like along the three branches of the tri-
geminal nerve on right side of the head, in lower
jaw, upper jaw, upper lip, brow and right side of
forehead.

The patient was entirely free from pain during
the intervals between the paroxysms. Excessively
tender points would develop during a paroxysm,
and continue throughout the duration of the pain.
These points corresponded to the position of the
mental, infraorbital and supraorbital foramina, inner
angle of eye, side of nose and other places. At
the close of a paroxysm, tears would flow from the
right eye, mucus from the nose and water from the
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nouth, causing an eczema to develop on the right carries a crescent burden, and the breasts nourishcheek. Pulse varied fron 100 to 120 ; tempera- a new being. This cycle of events recurs withture from 99 to 100. varying intervals, during the functional life of theTreatment .-- I tried all the more important ovaries of a fertile woman. The ovaries contri-drugs recommended by the best writers, as mor- bute the ovum; that impregnated, they rest. Thephia, quinia, arsenic, iron, pot. iodide, cannabis uterus receives its treasure, retains it during theindica, gelsemium, chloroform, aconitiæ, etc., etc. earlier stages of development, casts it for further0f drugs, the only ones that relieved the pain were nutrition and development upon the breasts, re-aconitæ and morphine. Chloroform was the only turns to its former proportions, and rests. The

agent which would prevent a paroxysm. Aconitim breasts receive the babe for a variable time, fur-given in Th , gr. doses till the physiological effect nish it with food specially adapted to its needs,of the drug was produced, would mitigate the then cease their function, and rest. So, to each ofseverity of the paroxysms. A grain of morphia these sets of organs, in this procession of events,injected hypodermically would not prevent the oc- there comes alternately, a season of activity and acurrence of a paroxysnm, but would lessen its in- period of repose. Such the events, their ordertensity. Chloroform would prevent the paroxysms and effects in normal child-bearing. But, unhap-for from three to six hours, and thereby give the pily, all wives are not child-bearers. In the child-patient sleep, and was by far the best remedy less woman, but one of the three essentialtried. In April, a discharge of pus occurred from child-bearing steps are taken. The ovaries oniy,right ear, and continued for a month. As the dis- perform their function. The uterus fails to affordcharge continued, the pain gradually lessened, and " fruit." That " child-link " missing, the chain offinally ceased altogether. child-bearing events is broken, and the breastsAs to the cause of the neuralgia, it was pro- abide functionless, at rest. • Barrenness is the un-bably due to caries of the petrous portion of the bridged span between the ovaries and the breasts.temporal bone or periostitis causing pressure on Returning to child-bearing, we find that rest isthe Casserian ganglion a factor in the healthy condition of each, in turn,
of the organs concerned in its normal course,

ARTIFICIAL LACTATION, IN OVARIAN Contrasting sterility with normal child-bearing,A UTR I N DIEASES.we find that the chain of alternate action and re-
pose in each set of organs is broken, the rythm of

BY JAMES STIMSON, M.D., PLUM C11EEK, NEB. events interrupted. Two sets of organs are func-
tionally active-that cônstantly--and one set ofMarriage is the Divineaingitution in which the organs does nothing. Two sets of organs have noDivine purpose of child-bearing is carried out. rest, (so to speak,) one has no functional activity.o marry and to bear chldren is the normal lot of The question now occurs "yCan the inactive organs,ffoman. HFappy the woman who beconîes'a wife 1 the breasts, be artificially excited to perform theirhappier the wifeswho becomes a mother. Thrice function in a sustained manner, 'and, if so, will thatnhappy the childless wife-the rabaren woman functional activity of the breasts, so induced andvho has no blessings oi thé breasts and of the sustainied have the' effeet *of -Iuiling to, rest thewomb." 'Tis this unsatisfied, ùnhappy woman who active organs, the ofaries ond the uteous s In

eeks the physician, fondly hoping his skill will other words, "Can artificial lactation be induced,vail toh remove thé cause ofher reproach, and continued and made useful in treating ovarian andfcure the fruition of her desires. In the interest uterine disease, sterility, etc., by reason of itsf such, these thoughts are offered to the profession. causing an arrest of menstruation, and so affordingThree great steps, in regular séquence, occur in needed rest to the diseased organs 1"ormalchild-bearingviz. Menstruation, utero- It is a facttlat sucking the breasts causes uter-estation and lactation. Three sets of organs ine contractions. It is a fact that during lactationrform these functions, vii: 'Ovaries, uterus and menstruation is absent. May we not infer froamm. 4 trio of furctions founded on a tripod these facts that a bond of vital relationship existsorgans. Theovariesfurnisha germ, the uterus between all the th-1
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cerned in child-bearing? But who can tell pre-
cisely, what the vital relations of the ovaries,
uterus and manîm are, each to the other, or in
what manner or to what extent the functional
activity of any one of thiem affects the organic,
vital condition of the others ? Ini the child-bear-
ig woimlai, the ovaries, uterus and nammæiiw, eaci

im, turn, has a termi of rest. In the sterile woman
the ever active ovaries and uterus need rest. Can
it be procured for thiem by arrest of mnenistruation,
the result of artiticially induced lactation? If so,
the sterile patient may well rejoice over the
brighîter prospects for lier "keeping house." If so,
the gynæcologist will rejoice over his power to
substitute one function for another, for thus he
wilI get rid of the hindrances caused by the nonthly
menstrual nisus, and secure greater facility and
ability to completely cure his patient. Given the
substitution of functionial activity of the breasts
for f unctional activity of the ovaries, more happy
results of treatment of " female diseases " will
gladden the hearts of patients and physicians.

QGtgpondtu.

FILARIA SANGUINIS HOMINUM.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANcET.
SIR,-In your October issue there appears some

correspondence on the very interesting subject of
Filaria from Dr. E. A. Hall, of Glammis, and in-
viting additional information with regard to it.
With your kind permission I will endeavor to add
a few of the points desired, without attempting to
exhaust whbat is already known.

Filaria Sanguinis Hominum is associated with,and generally considered nov to be the etiological
factor in chylous urine, somne forms of hæematuria
and noevoid elephantiasis. The knowledge we
possess is of very recent date, as fifteen years agoit was entirely unknow. Dr. Lewis, an Army
Surgeon, at Calcutta, was the tirst to discover in
1670 the embryo frm of filaria iii chylous urine.
In 187., lie made a further discovery of the saine

species of filaria in the blood taken from the finger
of a Hindoo patient. There are two forms of the
hæminatozoon, viz : the adult and embryo. The
former measures about three to four inches long
and about the thickness of a hair, is supposed to
dwell in the lymphatic system, and froni there

2

pour forth its young, but has been found in hy-
droceles and lymphatic abscesses. The latter
measures about T to '-_ of an inch in length, and
of the diameter of a red corpuscle, thus enabling
it to pass wherever blood can go, even through the
finest capillaries. It is enclosed in a transparent
sheath or pellicle, and found chietly in the blood
and urine. The majority of cases reported have
been residents of warm countries, but four or five
have been recorded as originally fron Europe. Of
these, Dr. Beale mentions one as never being out
of Norfolk, and Dr. Roberts another who had
always lived in Lancashire.

One of th most peculiar and interesting features
in connection with the habits of this parasite, is
the regular periodicity with which it makes its ap-
pearance in the blood. Dr. Stephen Mackenzie, in
1881, before the pathological society in London,
exhibited a soldier, born in India, suffering from
chyluria and hæmaturia, accompanied by filaria.
The blood was examined every three hours with
the following results. The filaria were far more
plentiful or only found at night; they usually ap-
peared about 9 p.m., reached the greatest number
at midnight, and entirely disappeared by 9 in the
morning. Experiments were made with this
patient, to see if this periodicity could be changed,
and strange to say, when the time for sleep was
reversed, by naking the patient sit up all niglit,
the filaria were more numerous in the daytime.

Dr. Manson, of Amoy, from whose observations,
the profession has reaped much of interest on this
subject, has recently been fortunate enough to dil-
cover, that the mosquito, is an intermediary host.
He has satistied himself, that the proboscis of the
mosquito enters the capillaries, and the filaria are
withdrawn and probably deposited in water along
with the larvie of that insect, hence to the human
sulbject and so on.

That the filaria produces hæimaturia and chyluria,
there cannot be the slightest doubt, but how, is not
clearly established. It involves too many theories
for a letter of this kind. The most probable is
the mechanical one. It is extremely likely that
the embryo ultimately casts off this translucent
sac or sheath in which it is enveloped, becoming
then possessed of boring propensities, perforates
the capillaries and lymphatic vessels, thus produc-
ing those symptoms which almost invariably ac-
company their presence.

85.)]
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I bave no doubt that Dr. Hall possesses a very necessary qualifications to practice, are as nuelvaluable, rare and interesting patient. I am sorry siniied against as sinners, by the Medical Counïcillie did not examine the blood and give us the which has taken upon itself the task of protectinpatient's former history and residence. I hope lie the community froi improperly educated prewlI dIo so yet, at the sanie tinme test their periodical tenders. If such still exist it is a proof that ouiappearance in the blood, and give the result in Council bas, at least in some measure, failed in itsyour esteemed journal. I have examnined most of mission, in giving a license to tlhem.the Canadian inedical literature of the last fifteen While I look upon your scientific bungler as ayears, and fail to find one case recorded, still J do dangerous character so full of hinself and his ownnot see why cases should not occur in Canada, as importance, that he is unlikely to improve, I feelwell as in Norfolk or Lancashire. At the recent that I can safely predict, at least, a respectablemeeting leld in Chatham, of the Dominion Medi- 1 future for the other, "Conscious of luis lack ofcal Association, _Dr. Bethune, of Winghan, ex- skill but desirous of earning his fee." This con-hibited a parasite three or four inches long, which sciousness, and this desire which all should possess,lie obtained from an abscess in the thigh, but will, if properly used, be the making of him. Thewhether it belonged to the filarida family or not, forier will iake bin careful and at the saine timewas not decided. Dr. Osler, the worthy president, proupt hiimî to read and so post iiimself whereand able pathologist, took possession of itand pro- most deficient ; be will also watcb his cases closelymised his verdict at a future day. and as his years increase so will his knowledge.As to treatnent. I will give Dr. Lewis' own His desire to eari his fee is an indication ofwords, "This lias proved extrenely unsatisfactory honesty, which of itself would make him more toin ahnost all cases recorded. Jodide of potash bas he relied upon, and is very different froi a desire>een tried in large doses, and in some cases ap- which we too often see, of finding an excuse forpears to have been beneficial. Il others the tinc- mîaking visits that are of no real use to the patientture of iron lias seemed to be more successful. simply fron a desire to charge fees. As to his tooPerhaps the most satisfactory results, are those frequent exaninations I think le will soon getwhich have followed the administration of large over that, as but few women will be found to sub-doses of gailic acid. nulit to it when it gives thenm pain. It niay, as youYours, etc., WILLIAM GrRAHAMI, suggest. produce a tendency to laceration, thougliBrussels, Oct. 6th, 1885. a ]I-t ý - ,

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

Six,-I have read carefully, and with a good
deal of interest, an article in the Sept. No. of the
LANCET, headed " Meddlesome Midis ifery." With
the general tenor of the article I heartily agree
thougb some of the stateients do not entirely ac-
cord with conclusions drawn from my practice.

The first is the following clause: " But we would
all prefer that somebody else's wife or sister should
be the subject of all doubtful practices." This, I
think, would hardly be in keeping with the rule
given in Matthew vii. 12, which, I presume,
most medical men will admit to be binding. We
certainly should not encourage doubtful practices
even on somebody else's wife or sister. But wbat
particularly interested nie was your pen pictures
of scientific and unscientific practitioners of med-
diesone nidwifery. I take it that this applies to
registered practitioners, who, if they làck the

1 r-Veii ont, îeauy traceable to that
cause, but I have often found the soft parts dry
and tender, where no examinations liad been made
and yet the labor terminated without any appreci-
able laceration.

As to vour scientific bungler, did he confine
limself, in his use of chloroform, to a snall quan-
tity, suflicient to miWgate the pains as the head is
distending the perineum, I presumue no danage
would be done, ini most cases, and if it did delay
the labor a little without materially adding to the
patient's sufferings so much the better, as it would
give the parts more time to stretch and so render
laceration less likely. But what I have known
such bunglers (o is, under the pretext of giving
chloroform to relieve pain, to put the patient pro-
foundly under its influence, and then without the
knowledge of either the patient or friends, put on
the forceps and drag the child forth, producinug
laceration of the perineum, followed in nany iii-
stances by puerperal fever or septicowmia.
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As to the use of antiseptics, like any other ther-
apeutic agent, they should of course only be usedwhen required, but then in such a manner as tothoroughly cleanse and disinfect the parts requir-ilg it. But where the patient is kept clean, andat rest, on a clean bed, with fresh air and frequent
change of napkins, they will nlot often be required.

Yours respectfully,
R. WHITEMAN.

upeare, Oct. 14, '85.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.
SIR,-I send you the following unusual case for

insertion in the LANCET
M. L. aged 82 years, had for several years been

troubled with pain and distress on making water.
One day he noticed a hair protruding from the
penis about an inch. He pulled at it and with-
drew it about 4 inches, when there appeared to be
somethimg preventing its coming, and on pulling
harder, it caused pain in the region of the left
kidney, as if something were tearing the flesh, so
be called his wife, an old lady aged 76 years (now)
and she assisted him. After about twenty minutes,
they succeeded in removing it without breaking. Itwas 24 inches long, of a dark brown color, with abulb at the end like a hair from the head. Hesays he felt greatly relieved afterwards from thepeculiar feelings he used to labor under. Thehair was shown me, and I have the utmost confi-dence in the correctness of the statement, whichwas corroborated by the old lady, who assisted inits removal, as well as by the son and others of thefamily. A similar case (or cases) may have beenmet by others, but I have never read of a recordedone. Yours very sincerely,

R. W. CLARK.Hastings, Oct. 16, '85.
P. S.-The above case is not more singular than,

-a potato bug which, a son of mine, met with inan egg, last summer, after it was cooked for break-
fast.

THE USE OF THE FORCEPS.
To the Editor of the CANADA L&cET.

SIR,-There was an article in your last January
number by Dr. Sweringer, of Ind., advising prac-
titioners always to " carry their forceps with them
to every labor case." I cannot agree with the
Doctor in this, for the proportion of cases really
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requiring instrumental aid are so few, that to carry
them always entails a deal of unnecessary trouble.
I would except a case a long distance off. The
forceps are very often used unnecessarily. In a
practice of fifty-five years I have not used them a
dozen times, and in that length of time, I have had
but two fatal cases, and those f rom puerperal fever
and peritonitis.

The forceps are sometimes used to save time,
sometimes to gain a little notoriety, sometimes for
the double fee, and sometimes from ignorance. I
remember a case that occurred a few years since,
where the doctor in charge, had been two nights
and off and on for two days in attendance on the
woman. He said that he had a very troublesome
case, and was going to use instruments that night
(the third night) but asked me to visit with him
before so doing. I went, and found the woman
was not in labor at all, and had not been-simply
false labor pains, which a full dose of laudanum
checked, I told him she would not be confined for
a week at the least. Ten days afterwards she was
delivered of a fine child without the forceps.
Therefore, looking at it from my point of view, I
say that carrying them all the time to every case
is unnecessary ; for if not too far off you have
always time to send for them, except in a case of
convulsions, which are rare. Dr. Thatcher, Pro-
fessor of Midwifery, in Edinburgh, laid it down as
a rule, " to allow seventeen hours for a natural
labor, before having recourse to instruments, ex-
cept in cases of deformity.

I remain, etc.,
R. W. CLARK,

Hastings, Ont., Sept. 8th, 1885.

MEDICO - CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY,
MONTREAL.

The annual meeting was held on the 9th ult.,
Dr. Roddick in the chair.

Dr. Trenholme exhibited three pathological speci-
mens. The first was a parovarian cyst, removed
from a patient from Shawville, Que., 42 years of age,
9 years married, and no children. Patient was of
spare habit, nervous, and had suffered for 16 years.
Her trouble began in the bladder, as she supposed,
accompanied by pains in the back, inability to sit,
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irregularity of menses, and insomnia. Has had the posterior wall of the vagina, brought down the
no menstrual flow for last 6 months. At the pre- fundus, then tied the right broad ligament in small
sent time her trouble is chiefly confined to the re- segments, and divided the enclosed tissues with
gions of the back and over the womb. Examination the scissors ; the same procedure was found to be
per vaginam showed the presence of a large tumor impossible on the left side, on account of the infil-
filling the brim, occupying true and false pelvis. It trated state of the tissues. After separating the
was in the median line, very dense to the touch, uterus from its anterior attachments, the left lig-
and uniform over surface. On the left antero- ament had to be divided guided only by the sense
lateral aspect a small tumor was detected ; this of touch, and the entire organ was remnoved. Very
was supposed to be the left ovary, and is seen to little hemorrhage followed the operation, or the
ba such in the specimen now passed round. The scooping out of somne cancerous masses with
cavity of the uterus was three inches deep, and Thomnas' spoon. It is now seven weeks and one
this organ was carried on the face of the tumor, (lay since the operation, and though the opening
above the brini of the pelvis. The diagnosis was into the peritoneal cavity could not be closed, and
first ovarian cyst, but later, fibroid of the uterus, there was presentation of the intestines at the up-
owing to the slow growth and hardness of the per part of the original incision, yet the patient
tumor, immobility and position of the uterus. On bas so far recovered that she is able to walk round
l2th August, 1885, Dr. T., assisted by Drs. Ken- her room, and intends soon to return home. She
nedy (who had also examined the patient, and re- has suffered no pain from the operation; in fact
garded the tumor as fibroid), Cameron, Perrigo, says she bas no pain, and feels well. The chief
and Reddy, made an abdominal section to the ex- cause of her weakness bas been the large and con-
tent of three inches, and renoved the cyst in the stant flow from the peritoneal cavity, but now this
usual way. Fitch's trocar was used, but the Dr. drain is almost stopped.
was not so well satisfied with it as the Well's In the discussion which followed, Dr. T. said he
trocar. The points requiring tying were all se- would not perform the operation again under simi-
cured by the Dr.'s favorite ligature, No. 20 shoe- lar circumstances. Where the disease was confined
naker's white thread. The incision was closed by to the uterus, lie would consider the operation a
three deep silver sutures'and superficial horse-hair justifiable one.
sutures. The only serious after-trouble arose from The third specimen vas a fibroid uterus, retnoved
irritation of the bladder ; and, though rather too from the patient, wbo was the Jirst Ferson ever
soon, she returned to her father's home, Iroquois, spayed (in 1876), for the arrest of uterine hem-
just three weeks and one day after the operation. orrhage. The reinoval of the ovaries at that time

The second specimen was a cancerous uterus, gave the patient a new lease of a life that was then
removed from a lady 42 years old, who had been fast drawing to a close. As bas been stated by
suffering for some time past, but only consulted me upon several occasions, this patient bad irregu-
Dr- T. about herself in August last. Upon exa- lar bemorrbages, seldom of any extent, and without
mination it was found that the disease had invaded the periodicity or appearances of the menstrual
all the os, lower part of the neck, and the vagina tlow. In March last she vas in good bealth, but
on the left side to the extent of about half an inch. over-fatigue brougbt on severe uterine congestion,
The uterus was moveable, and depth of cavity accompanied by severe nervous derangenent, that
three inches. Hoping that the disease was con- threatened to end lier life. These attacks, very
fined chiefly to the parts seen to be affected, and curiously, recurred every nine days and lasted for
that infiltration of the broad ligaments had not nine days, during whicb time sue 'as unalle ta
yet taken place, Dr. T., at the urgent and re- take solid food, lost flesh and strengtb, and sullre1

peated requests of the patient, thought it right to witb a numbness, anounting almost to paralysis of
give lier the possible benefit of short respite from the rigbt arm and si(e; loss of sight, irregular an(
ber sufferings by removing the uterus. On 20th rapid action of the beart. Tbese attacks were
August lagt assisted by Drs. Kennedy (who, also, coming more and more severe wben, in the hope
thought it right to give her a chance of temporary of obtaining relief, she came under mv care. Therelief>, Perrigo, and Cameron, Dr. T. cut trougb uterus was low do n in the pelvis and about the

l
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size of a foetal head, the bulk of the mass being
rather to the left of the uterine canal, which was
almost five inches deep. As the patient was in a
wretched condition of health, the operation was
delayed for a week, when, upon 24th Sept., the
tumor and uterus were removed by abdominal sec-
tion. Strong adhesions existed throughout, espe-
cially with the bladder, which was incised to the
extent of about half an inch. The broad ligaments
were tied in segments, and separated as far as the
neck, when a wire ecraseur was applied, and
tightened just enough to prevent hemorrhage. The
tumor was removed by a V shaped incision, and
the cut surfaces brought together by a double run-
ning suture (silk). The wound in the bladder was
brought together by the same suture. The ab-
dominal wound waàs coapted by three deep silver
and a number of superficial horse-hair sutures. A
catheter was kept in the bladder for five days,
after which she passed her urine without trouble.
It is now 16 days since the operation, and both
temperature and pulse have been almost normal
throughout.

In the discussion which followed nothing new
was elicited, and the Society then proceeded to the
election of officers. On account of the illness of
Dr. Roddick last winter, and his absence in the
North West Territory during the summer, it
was felt to be but an act of justice to re-elect
him President. Vice - Presidents, Drs. J. C.
Cameron and Geo. Wilkins; Treasurer, Dr. Perrigo;
Secretary, Dr. Gurd; Council, Drs. Kennedy, Geo.
Ross, and Roddick.

Before the meeting adjourned, the question of
the treatiment of the small-pox patients and the
management of the Hospital was fully discussed.

HAMILTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
SOCIETY.

At the regular meeting in September, Dr. Case,
senior, presided. Dr. Malloch exhibited a patho-
logical specimen, with the following history. He
had performed abdominal section in a case of peri-
tonitis with symptoms of obstruction of the bowels
and a history of previous attacks of colic. The
colon was so much distended that it could not be
returned. To relieve this distension, an opening
was made with a scalpel, of its own width simply,
and the gas pressed out. The wound was then

closed with interrupted sutures of the finest catgut.
The patient only survived the operation 47 hours
At the autopsy it was with great difficulty that the
site of the wound could be found, the union was

so good. There were no signs of inflammation to
be found, and no adhesions were present about the
wounded intestine.

The October meeting was presided over by Dr.
White, the President. Dr. McCargow showed the
laaynx of a man who was in the City Hospital for
but a short time. His history was as follows -
He was 28 years of age, had been working on the
railway, and caught cold. When admitted to the
Hospital was much emaciated, had a bad cold, en-
larged glands, and was unable to swallow. He
was ill only six months. Family history was good,
there was no record of either phthisis or syphilis.
Post mortem, as seen by the members, there was
ulceration and partial destruction of the epiglottis.
The lungs, which were unfortunately mislaid, were
full of miliary tubercles. In the left apex there
was a cavity the size of an almond, and the lung
was adherent. There was also softening in the
right apex. The other organs were rn rmal. Dr.
A. Woolverton had seen the patient during his
lifetime, and noticed that he was specially anoemic
and had the characteristic appearance, but not the
physical signs especially, of tubercular trouble ;
but there was dulness of the left apex. Patient
resembled more one with typhoid fever with a
slight cough. Dr. Mullin recollected a case in the
Hospital that was at first thought to be syphilitic
laryngitis, as there was laryngeal trouble, and the
patient was an old soldier. Dr. McCargow had
seen suppurating kidney in similar cases. Dr.
White remembered a case, taken for typhoid, where
miliary tubercles were found in the lungs and
kidneys, but no suppurating cavities or foci. Dr.
McCargow then gave the history of two cases, he
had seen in practice, of foreign bodies entering the
larynx and being found in the right bronchus.
The first case was that of an infant who was play-
ing with some green coffee beans, and had some in
its mouth ; some one made the child cry ; it was
seized with an attack of coughing and strangling,
and evidently, from the history, would likely have
returns of the cough, and did. Acute bronchitis
set in, tracheotomy was advised, but not permitted,
and the child died in two days. Post mortem-
three green coffee beans were found in the right
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bronchus. The second case was that of a boy aged a piece of glass Î in. long, which was remove7, who was running while holding a head of timo- when the trachea was opened, in this case from ththy in his mouth ; he stumbled, and the head dis- left bronchus; the boy recovered ail right. Happeared; he was seized with a fit of strangling, thought inversion often helped the operation. Drbut rallied. A few days afterwards he was found Ryall related the case of a boy in whom a pieceto have pneumonia of the right apex. Active of nut had entered the larynx. He afterwards hadtreatment was used, and the symptoms would asthmatic attacks,which lasted 9 months, and ceasedyield, and then exacerbations would occur. A one day after coughing up blood and the piece of nut,cause was sought by Dr. McCargow, such as an which was quite smooth. Dr. Stark remembered
insect in the windpipe, but nothing of the sort was a case where a pear-shaped glass ornament hadknown of or remembered, till suppuration took entered the larynx. The breathing was interferedplace and some seeds of timothy came away; the with, sometimes on the left, sometimes on the right.sputa were rigidly examined twice a day ; then Tracheotomy was performed, and on inversion thewhe mother remembered about the head of timothy, foreign body was removed. Dr. Mullin gave somevhic she had tried to remove at the time. A particulars with reference to Dr. Malloch's secondonsultation was asked for, and the late Dr. case: The boy was whistling with a whistle madetrange and Dr. Malloc went out to see the of two pieces of tin, ath in. square, tied together.atient. The rnorning tliey went to Caledonia Althougli neyer found, it had been heard beforewhere Dr. McCargow was then practicing), the the operation, and there had been attacks of laryn-
oy coughed up a foreign body, apparently the geal spasm. The boy has done well and the woundead of timotly. But as there were signs of a has healed. Dr. McCargow called attention to theavity and gurgling was to be heard, the prognosis fact that when a foreign body is loose tere areas bad, and tlere was not much improvement, always attacks of spasm.hough he continued to expel seeds. Two weeks
fter the consultation, the foreign body actually
id come up, quite hard, and divested of seeds; .was two and a half inches long. The boyas carefully watched by his father, who however, THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF OPER-y mistake, on one occasion gave him a dose of ATIONS IN BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
net. iodini. instead of tinct. opii., the fetor was BY STEPHEN SMITH, M.D.,
en relieved but not the cough, so the dose was Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital, New York.
creased. The mistake was discovered, but on
e suggestion of Dr. McCargow, the remedy was As we drift with current events, we but imper-fectly estimate the real advance which any art orntinued, and the boy recovered entirely. science, with which we are daily familiar, has madeDr. Malloci referred to d a case wlere a surgeon within a limited period. It is only when we con-d operated in tle dark and alone, and effectu. siderately pause and deliberately compare, in detail,y, for the foreign body was loosened by the sup- past methods and results with those now practisedration and escaped through the opening in the and obtained, that we fully appreciate the vastynx. Dr. Malloch himself had liad two cases changes which have so insidiouslyand imperceptiblyey:I one (alch) aiecef almondsell had a taken place.tely: In one (a child), a piece of almond shell lad Perhaps there is no better place in which to testtered the larynx, but operation failed to discover the progress of practical and operative surgervbronchitis set in, and the child died. In the sec- than the wards of Bellevue Hospital. This ancien'td case, the foreign body was not discovered institution has within its walls and its immediate

environments all the conditions that in moderner, but the patient recovered without inflam- times are regarded as unhealthful and unsanitary.tion setting in. Dr. Rosebrugh related a case It was built between the years 1811-16, on thewhicl he had operated: A lad of 14 was attacked made lands of a cove of East River, without drain-h suffocation every few minutes; the trachea age, or adequate sewerage, and without regard tos opened. During the operation he ceased ventilation. During nearly three-fourths of acentury the sluggish tides have ebbed and flowed
athing, aRd it was thouglit due to, tlie chioro- tlirough the sodden soil of its foundation, depositingm, but probably was caused by the foreign body, far more lth +hkc b" i

I

-. ej awve removea. K'Snce its
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occupation it has been used for a prison, an alms- thought absorb the operator that he often becamehouse and a hospital. Its wards have, from time excited and annoyed by the delay. One surgeon,to time, been crowded with patients suffering from noted for the rapidity of his operations, was oftenal forms of contagious and infectious diseases. It seen, during the last moments of preparation forhas been the common receptacle of typhus and an amputation, to seize involuntarily the saw andtyphoed fevers, smalh-pox, puerperal fever, cholera, move it rapidly, as if sawing a bone. Now, whileand yeow fever. Although many changes have every surgeon aims to diminish the period of anæs-been made in its interior, yet the great and most thesia, mere haste at an operation is only mentionedserious defects of location and constructon have to be condemned. No part of the elaborateremained unaitered, and may be regarded as per- preparations are designed to render the operationmanent. 

simply more rapid. One thought and purposeBellevue may be regarded as having been a sur- occupy the mind of the surgeon,and that is recoveryticay-ipia ony since 1850, a period of about without suppuration. To this end all his prepara-thirty-five years, during most of which period I tions are made, and the entire procedure is subor-have been personaiy very familiar with the practice dinated. Formerly the surgeon prepared hissn tue several surgical divisions. The amount of instruments only by keeping them free from rust,surgery in the wards of Belevue has been a gradual and giving them a fine edge. When he operatedincrease. With the removai of the New York the instruments were taken from the case, and,exospital, and during the long interval of its non- without any cleaning, were so placed that he couldexistence, the surgical practice of Belevue became most readily select the one required. During thelarge and important, and has remained so to the operation he laid them down, or dropped them, andpresent time. The surgeons of Bellevue have without cleaning appied them again to the wound.always rankei among the best in the city, and, as Now instruments are not only protected from rustmuch of their practice in hospitai lias been publie and all soiling and kept sharp, but long before theand clinical, it must be assumed that they have operation they are placed in a carbolic solution, inendeavored to the best of their ability to i4ustrate order that any possible septic matter on them orto their classes the highest type and best rÎults of their handles may be destroyed.the science and art of surgery of their day. And During the operation one assistant &votes him-yet the practice of surgery in Bellevue Hospital self entirely to the duty of handing the instrumentslias, eithin the perio mentione, undergone so to the operator, and of receiving them from himcomplete a revolution that one of the older surgeons and at once submerging them in the disinfectantwould scarcely realize that ie was in the same liquid. To avoid the possibility of laying anhospital where lie lad practised a decade ago. He instrument down on an unclean surface, and thenwould te, with horror, operations fearlessly per- putting it in the wound soiled, towels wrung outforme that lie lad formery regarded as without of the antiseptic fluid are spread around thethe pale of legitimate surgery. He would witness wound.procedures in the after-treatment of operations Ia preparing a part for an operation, an ampu-which would seen to him to be fantastie, and even tation, the surgeon us to do nothing farther than,ludierous. His astonishment would be extreme perhaps, to have superfluous hair shaved off, andon finding that the first week passed without ee ehpt aesprloshi hvdof n
onandg thatca the drtwekassed b fever, that, too, often without soap and water. Patientsand that no change i the dressings lad been made. brought directly from the street or shop, with limbsBut, periaps, the nost remarkab e feature Of begrimed with dirt and filth, were subjected tomodem practice would be the rapid canvalescence operations without bathing. Even when thereano final complete recovery without complication was ample time for preparation little or no thoughtor gxhaustion of ordinary operations, which for- was given to the immediate condition of the partmerly gave so much trouble and anxiety. To about to be incised. The accumulated secretionsnak more evident the change in practice, ra of the skin, and the dead epidermis, charged withtiay contrast in detail the several steps of opera- poisonous animal matters, become part of the woundtions in geeral, and of individual cases, the methos and its immediate surroundings. Through thisof treatment, and the results. layer of filth the surgeon passed his knife into theThe older surgeons of Bellevue Hospital had living tissues beneath, conveying to the deepestpractice in the perioc anterior to the use of anos- parts of the wound matters of untold septic viru-thetis. The most important general principle lence. In this simple failure to secure ordinarygoverning the operator was celerity-in order to cleanliness of the surface, more wounds were poi-limit as nmuch as possible the amount of pain. soned and induced to suppurate than from anyLong after anesthetics came into general use sur- other cause. In the closure of the wound the filthygeons dwelt with much emphasis upon the necessity margins were often brought in direct contact withof cultivating the habit of operating rapidly. The the cut surfaces, and thus the propagation of thepreparations for an operation were all made with germs of fermentation or putrefaction were im-reference to this one feature. So much did this planted in a fertile soi. Now, the greatest pains
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are taken to cleanse the part about to be operated
upon. In addition to a general bath, the entire
limb, including the hand or foot, is washed with
soap and water, with a flesh-brush, and all the hairs
are shaved cleanly from the part. This washing
is followed by a douche of an antiseptic solution,
and then all the parts adjacent to the wound are
covered with towels, wrung out of bichloride
solution.

The personal preparation of the surgeon and his
assistants for the operation was limited to self-pro-
tection against soiling their clothes or person. No
special thouglit was ever given to the condition of
the hands and nails. The assistants came directly
from other ward duties, their hands soiled with the
thousand impure matters which they must handle,
and with slight or no washing, engaged actively in
the manipulations of the operation. Now the sur-
geon and his assistants take infinite pains with
their hands. Soap and water and the flesh-brush
are brought into active use, to be followed by a
douche of bichloride solution. The nails, the most
fertile source of filth in the body, are rendered
scrupulously clean. Many will recall with a shud-
der the long claw-like nail of one surgeon, which
penetrated, unwashed, every wound where lie was
present. Not only is no bystander invited to put
bis finger in the wound, but scarcely an attendant
at Bellevue would allow such an intrusion.

The sponges of former times were universally
b3lieved to be the carriers of filth to the wounds,
and yet little was done to purify them except to
cleanse them in water. They may have been
boiled at first to free them from sand, but they
were not purified by any adequate means when first
prepared, nor after their use in suppurating wouinds.
Now, the process of purification of sponges is
elaborate in the extreme, and is so exact in details
as to render them positively harmless in wounds.

The ordinary silk ligatures were formerly re-
garded as necessarily foreign bodies in wounds,
and no care was taken of tlhem to improve their
condition. They were carried about in any con-
venient pocket, and at the operation the silk was
cut of proper lengths, waxed, and then drawnn
througli a buttonhole of an assistant, or laid on any
convenient surface. Now, the ligature thread
undergoes a long process of cleansing and disinfec-
tion at the hands of a chemist, and is then applied
to a reel enclosed in a corked bottle filled with
antiseptic fluid. From this bottle it is removed
only as it is drawn out at the moment of using it.
Consi(ering the well-recognized fact that the liga-
ture, as formerly used, was an intense irritant to
wounds, it is not surprising that surgeons applied
as few as possible. From time to time they resorted
to other methods of closing arteries, as by torsion,or netallie.wires, to avoid the use of silk. But all
these devices bore no comparison to the simple and
efficient antiseptic ligature of to day. Reeled off

from the bottle, clean, strong, and supple, the sur-
geon applies them without other limit than the
complete suppression of hemorrhage.

Recognizimg the silk ligature as an irritant, the
surgeon always used to eut off but one end, and
left the other depending froni the wound, to be
removed by traction wlhen it had finally separated
from the end of the vessel to which it had been
applied. And well and faithfully did the ligature
meet its indications, for, during the first week, the
most critical period in the history of the wound,
it did not fail to induce free, and often profuse,
suppuration. 13ut now, not only does the surgeon
apply the ligature, but he cuts off both ends, and
closes the wound as coipletely as if there was no
foreign substance left between its surfaces. Nor
is he disappointed. No suppuration follows the
presence of the ligatures, and union takes place as
promptly as if no ligatures had been used. The
operation being completed in the shortest possible
time, the operator concluded by exploring all parts
of the wound with his unwashed fingers. If it
was a hernia, lie thrust his fingers as far into the
abdominal cavity as possible, and explored it freely.
This act completed it was a very common occur-
rence, aso, for the surgeon to invite any bystander
to exaf&ne the wound with his fingers, and some-
times several persons would avail themselves of
the opportunity to improve their tactual sensi-
bilities.

Many a wound that may possibly have escaped
previous poisoning at the hands of the operator
and his instruments, has received the final charge
of septic matters from the dirty fingers of a casual
looker-on. Now, the most scrupulous care is takein
to protect the wound from in.jury, either at the
bands of the surgeon or his assistants. Exploration
is cautiously niade with fingers cleansed and disin-
fected, and even that act is completed by a douche,
over the entire surface examined, of the bichloride
solution. If the finger of a bystander were intro-
duced into the wound unwashed and undisinfected,
the surgeon would regard the act as probably fatal
to recovery without suppuration. Hence, no one is
now invited by courtesy, or to obtain an opinion,
to examine the wound by digital exploration unless
they have made due preparation for the act.

In closing an ordinary wound the surgeon for-
merly took great pains to provide for the drainage
of pus. The most dependent part of the wound
was left open, and all the ligatures were drawn out
at that point. The edges of the skin were broughtinto apposition by the interrupted suture, at inter-
vals of lialf an inch, and the intervening skin was
approximated by adhesive plaster. The suture
and adhesive plaster were alike unprepared by any
process that would relieve them of filth, and far
too often both contained the germs of putrefaction.
Now the surgeon employs sutures that, like the
ligatures, have been relieved of all possible elements
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of poisoning, both in their preparation and in the
method of preserving them. In closing the wound
he aims to avoid suppuration altogether, and tosecure the immediate union of parts- The suturebeing non-irritating, he freely stiches together allthe deeper structures first, wherever they can be
approxinated, and then the more superficial partsare brought into firm and exact apposition. Instead
of the interrupted suture, which leaves the wound
gaping at intervals, and necessitates the use of ad-hesive plaster, he employs the uninterrupted, orglover's suture, which closes the wound throughout,
and relieves it of all necessity of additional support.
Wherever there is liability of the collection of fluid
from the immediate drainage of the surface of the
wound, he inserts a drainage-tube, as a temporary
expedient to prevent distension of the wound, and
possible putrefaction. The advantage of this latter
dressing over the former are apparent. No irritant
is allowed to enter the wound. The suturing ofthe deeper structures brings into close and perma-
nent apposition parts that formerly separated.

The continuous suture has great advantages over
the interrupted suture, especially when it is taken
deeply in the margins of the wound. It not only
brings the surfaces into firm apposition at the
points where it traverses the wound, but by whip-
ping in the edges, in the parlance of the tailor,where it passes over the wound externally, itrelieves us of the necessity of any additional sup
porting dressmngs. The advantages of this method
of dressing, therefore are great, and, indeed, vital
in the effort to secure immediate union.

The final dressing of the wound formerly wasthe adhesive plaster and the bandage for support
and retention. The plaster was never rendered
aseptic, and by its close relations to the wound was
dangerous. The bandage was usually of unbleached
muslin, and had no special cleansing or preparation
for the wound. It may not have been harmful,
but it added to the risks of infection. Now, the
wound once closed, is protected from external in-
fection by dusting the surfaces with iodoform.
Then pads of disinfected niaterials, with iodoform
sprinkled between the layers, are applied ; some-
times over a large area around the wound, and in
considerable numbers. The whole is retained by
bandages of disinfected materials carefully pro-
served in a disinfected atmosphere. The addition
of these external dressings, prepared with so much
care, and adjusted with so much painstaking, has
been very much criticised. It is possible that they
are often unduly multiplied, but the results justify
the faith which so many surgeons have in them.

In speaking of the closure of wounds, it should
be stated that while the oldçr surgeons did not
close many wounds, as those &%xsection, surgeons
now close all such wounds. '?his difference in
treatment is one of the most striking features in
the conqparison of the surgery of the present time

andthat of a decade past. The former surgeon
prepared the wound for suppuration, the later sur-
geons dressed it as for union without suppuration.
Both uniformly realized their expectation.

If we follow the wounds treated by these two
methods from the first to the last dressings, the
contrast is remarkable. If the wound were large,
on the second or third day the fever formerly began,
announcing suppuration, and from this date, foir
weeks after, the dressings were changed daily, one
two, or three times. The pus-basin, the irrigator,
and the dressing-forceps were in constant demand.
In many wounds the suppuration was so profuse
that vessels were placed under them which received
the continuous discharge. The fever generally ran
high, with consequent exhaustion and depression
of the patient. Septicemia, as we now understand
it, was the intermediary fever of that day, and was
regarded as a usual, if not a necessary, sequel of all
considerable operations. Following this fever, orrather insidiously engrafted upon it, were chills,fever, and profuse sweatings, now recognized as
pyæmia, but then regarded as only another stageof surgical fever. Few indeed sulvived this fever ;
and in the diffused or metastatic abscesses revealed
at the autopsy the surgeon discovered a cause of
death quite beyond his power to prevent, control,
or even comprehend. The vast change in the
progress of operated cases during the past ten years
can scarcely be realized. Surgical fever with all
its disastrous variations, is, in practice, rare in
Bellevue Hospital. Pus, as an outcome of surgical
operations, is a thing of the past. On one occasion
last winter, a teacher in one of the medical colleges
sent to the wards of Bellevue for a specimen of
pus for exhibition to his class, but none was to be
found in the four surgical divisions of the hospital.
although there was at that time an unusually large
number of wounds and operated cases under active
treatnent. The wound is now dressed with no
expectation that fever will rise, or that suppuration
will occur, or that the dressings will require renewal
on account of the presence of pus. The patient
sleeps and eats well from the first, and the surgeon
removes the dressing, often only to find the wound
united. This remark is true, not only of incised
wounds, but equally of wounds of amputation, ex-
cision, ligation of arteries, etc.

If now we turn from this review of the several
stages of operations in general to particular opera-
tions, we find many curious instances of the remark-
able progress of practical surgery in this hospital.
It must be understood that in every operation all
of the general precautionary measures already de-
scribed are scrupulously taken and carried out, and,
therefore, only special differences in treatment will
be mentioned.

Compound fractures were formerly regarded as
proper cases for amputation, if the local injury ex-
ceeded a single fracture, with a simple penetration
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of the soft tissues. And even the simplest cases final dressings which formerly harassed him. Ifof compound fracture were reserved for treatment there should be symptoms indicating suppuration,with many misgivings as to the resut. The dictum the dressings are at once removed, and the sourceof Hunter that e gcompound fractures commonly of the trouble searched out and destroyed.suppurate" was ever the guiding principle in the Amputation wounds rarely, if ever, recovered atmnd of the surgeon. If, therefore, the wound was Bellevue, except after long-continued suppurationextensive, or the bones comminuted, or a joint in- From the smalleraptiosaies evrdvolved, amputation was the rule. If it were iFo due time, r amputations patients recovereddecdedto ndevorto avethelim, te o1 2n de tmebut often greatly enfeebled by the
decided to endeavor to save the limb, the onlY drain of suppuration. The larger amputationsieasures adopted were sealing the external wound were terribly fatal. A resident surgeon once madeith some imperfect substance, a d racthe the statement that a recovery after amputation oflimb iii a comfortable position. The 0yu fracture- the thigh had not occurred in Bellevue Hospitalbox for the leg and the fenestrated gypsu band- "since the time that the memory of man runnethage were the only measureas employe . The frac- not to the contrary." Though this remark wasture-box, with its bed of branc or sawdust, was not strictly true, it had a painful significance toregarded as a remarkable advance in the treatient the surgeons of that period. Suppuration with itsof coripound fractures of the tibia. Placed in the sequela, septicæmia, pyæmic, and hectie fevers,box, wita the foot fixed to the foot-board, the wvas the scourge of the surgical wards. The openalound was covered with bran, and suppuration method of treatment of amputation wounds, ad-alowed to go on ad libitum and ad n/iith. vocated by Dr. James R. Wood, had only the meritThe contrivance had no met wgaatever. On the of not confining the pus within the wounds, and ofcontrary, it greatly aggravated the suppuration by thus dimishing somewhat the liabilities of septicæ-fixing the loer fragment, while it allowed the mia and pymina. It did not prevent suppuration,upper fragment D move freely upon it every time the source of all the evil. The treatment consistedthe patient moved. The gypsum splint and band- in closing the upper part of the wound, and placingage had the ment of keeping, or aiming to keep, the stump in such a position that the pus flowed)oth fragments at perfect rest. This method in freely out into a vessel placed to receive it. The

treating coipound fractures was a real step period of suppuration was undoubtedly diminishedadvance, but it did not prevent suppuration in some by this free exposure of the wound to the air, andmeasure. To-day compound fractures are welcohed the application of balsam of Peru, a favorite remedyto the wards of Bellevue as a class of cases which with Dr. Wood. The open method was, thereforegve the most satisfactory resuts. a decided improvement upon the old method ofAmputation is not thought of unless arteries closing wounds, but it came far short of the presentand nerves are so far destroyed that death of the method, which prevents suppuration altogether, orextremity must follow. Even when the wound reduces it to a minimum. Except for the unfavor-involves a joint, the question of amputation is able conditions incident to the injury, amputationsnot more pressing. The treatment pursued is are now among the most successful operations atdesigned- , to reriove froin the wound every par- Bellevue. Death by suppuration and its results,ticle of miatter lhable to injure the tissues and in- does not occur.duce suppuration; 2, to place in fixed apposition Excision of the larger joints was formerly a mostal of the tissues coposing the wound ; 3, to doubtful and dangerous operation. The woundscleanse and disinfect the eound, and protect it were flooded with pus for months ; and if thefrtm becoming soiled during recovery; 4, to pro- patient survived, it was only after the most des-tect the wound f rom any moveent of the parts en- perate struggle. The specimens of exsected jointstering into it while the process of repair is going on. iii the Wood Museum, honey-combed with channelsThe procedure, o far as concerns the wound, con- through which pus flowed out from the deepersists ii a freely exposing the injured parts by incision, parts of the wound, will be lasting witnesses toremoving ail effusions of blood, shreds of injured the destructive pathological processes which thetissue, fragments of bone, and then wiring the bones surgeons of a former period could not avert, andtogether so that fractured parts exactly fit eacs e which brought to an untimelyissue the best-plannedother, prext stitching together ail cut or to tissues operations. In dressing exsection wounds thewith prepared catgut thread, as far as they can be older surgeons made ample preparatiofi for suppura-brougt together ; then the final cosure of the tion. The wound was left open, and the limb waswound, except where a drainarge-tube iay be placed in such position as would allow the pus totnserted into a cavity of the deep parts; and hinally, escape most freely. For months the patient lay inthe external antiseptic dressings and a light band- the sanie position, waiting under the excessiveage of plaster-ofParis, and over ail a wire gauze drain, and often having as a dreaded complicationsplint for suspension. This treatment of compound extensive bed-sores. Now the surgeon completesfractures is o unifori y successful that the sur- the peration by firniy and accurately closing the
g.eon bas none of that care and anxiety after the wound at ail points, except where the draininci-tube
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emerges. This tube is used only for the temporarypurposes of relieving the wound of accumulatingserous fluid, and is soon removed. As a rule,excision wounds now do not suppurate ; uniontakes place by rapid and healthy rtiinf*

suring the past year or two we have had underobservation many cases of excision of the knee-joint, the hip-joint, the elbow-joint, and the ankle-joint, which have been repaired with suppuration.
I one instance of old and destructive inflammation

of the ankle-joint the articular ends of the tibiaanl fibula, the surfaces of the astragalus and oscalcis, and ail of the surrounding tissues had to bethoroughly scraped to remove the dead bone andfungous granulations. When the cavity was pre-pared for dressing it was enormous. But as alldiseased structures seemed to be removed, and thewound appeared everywhere clean, it was dressedfor union without suppuration. The wound didheal without other suppuration than a slightamount of pus, which discharged from a smallcarious surface. The health of the patient beganat once to improve, and in due time she was aboutthe ward, on crutches. We may now say of exci-sions as of amputations, that they are regarded assimple and very safe operations.
The ligation of large arteries was formerly justlyestiîated as a very serious operation. The com-mon silk ligature, prepared by unwashed hands,was left depending from the wound. To do itswo1k properly it must in due time sever the strang-uated artery by the ulcerative process, and thenbe removed by traction. With the keenest andoften most painful anxiety, the surgeon dailywatched the wound to note the amount of suppur-ation, and gently tested the flrmness of the ligature.

If after the separation of the ligature the suppur-ation dimisled, and flnaily ceased, the surgeon washappy and boastfu of his success. But far toooften te suppuration did not diminish, and to thedisay of the surgeon a slight oozing or gush ofblood indicated tor is practiced eye a fatal issueby secondary hemorrlîage.
How desperately yet vainly he struggled against

fate, by resorting to pressure, position, styptics,etc., the older surgeon can alone realize. The
repeated hemorrhages, or uncontrollable outburst,at length placed the case in the category of unsuc-
cessf ul operations. Now, how completely are all
the conditions of the operation changed ! It is no
longer necessary to divide the artery by the ligature
to accomplish our object, and thus endanger life by
hemorrhage ; but, on the contrary, we seek, while
we interrupt the circulation sufficiently to effect 1
our purpose, to strengthen the artery by our oper-
ation. The indications now are the opposite of
those which before obtained. The ligature now t
selected is non-irritating, and preferably absorbable, i
as catgut. When applied, it may, or may not, f
(livide the internal coats of the artery. In either i
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case the wound is completely closed and no sup-
puration occurs. In the repair the artery enlarges
externally at the seat of the operation by nutritive
action, while the coagula organize internally and
close its calibre. Secondary hemorrhage after the
ligation of arteries has, therefore, become an inci-dent of the past. The conditions no longer exist
which make it possible. Ligation of the common
earotid is a familiar operation at Bellevue, and was
often performed with great skill by Dr. Wood, who
published an elaborate monograph on that subject.
I aided him in the examination and collection of
cases, and in the preparation of the text, and was
impressed with the destructive effects of the ulcer-
ative process which attends the separation of the
ligature. Some time since I had occasion to ligate
this artery, and applied the catgut ligature, cut-
ting both ends close to the knot, and closing the
wound perfectly. Union promptly followed, and
nothing further was seen of the ligature. The
patient died at the end of two months of cancer
of the mouth and pharynx, and the autopsy re-vealed an enlargement of the artery at the seat ofthe ligature to twice its normal size, by a ring ofnew tissue completely encircing it. On incising
the artery at this point, the remains of the liga-ture were found in this ring, and the coagula had
organized and closed its cavity permanentiy. fl
was evident that the ligature had greatly strength-ened the artery instead of destroying it, as in the
old operation.

It follows that, if the major operations are now
performed with so much success, the minor opera-tions are correspondingly successful. If we take
as an example the treatment of cold abscesses, the
improvement is very noticeable. Formerly a cold
abscess unconnected with bone, as in the thigh oron the back, were preferably allowed to open them-
selves. If the surgeon ventured to operate, heusually made a " valvular incision," and allowed
part of the contents to flow out, and then closed
the wound. This operation was repeated manytimes. When aspiration was introduced, it was
regarded as a great advance. The fear of the
surgeon was that air would enter the abscess cav-
ity, and set up active suppuration. I recall a
case of large abscess of the back, in a young wo-
man, which, after consultation and much delibera-
tion, Dr. Van Buren ventured to puncture directly.
The interest taken in this bold operation was very
great, and the progress of the case was watched
with much anxiety by the operator. Profuse sup-
puration followed, and the patient nearly lost ber
ife. Now these abscesses are promptly cured and
wfithout suppuration, by opening ihem freely, and
with the curette, scraping out all the old granula-
ions and diseased tissues; then thoroughly cleans-
ng the cavity with bichloride solutions, and
inally pressing the walls gently together with dis-
nfected sponges and bandages, or other antiseptic
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dressings. The walls of these abscesses, sometimes
of enormous size, and many square feet of surface,
promptly unite, and often under the first dressings.

And not less important is the change in the
treatment of abscesses connected with carious bone.
Abscesses in the lumbar and femoral regions,
caused by caries of the spine, were once greatly
feared at Bellevue.

Billroth's advice was very rigidly followed, viz:
"If the abscess comes from a bone on which an
operation is impossible or undesirable, do not
meddle with it, but be thankful for everv day it
remains closed, and wait quietly until it opens,for thus there will be i elatively the least danger. "
Now these abscesses are immediately opened and
kept thoroughly cleansed, together with their
sinuses, by bichloride solutions, with a marked
diminution, and in sonie cases, a complete suppres-
sion of suppuration., In several instances of both
lumbar and femoral abscess from spinal caries in-
cisions have been freely made, the pus evacuated,
and by means of the soft rubber catheter gently
passed along the sinus, the carious abscess itself
has been thoroughly and repeatedly cleansed and
disnfected with carbolic or bichloride solutions,
followed by rapid diminution and final complete
cessation of suppuration. Meantime, the patients
have rapidly recovered from the symptoms of
blood-poisoning from which they have been sufler-
ing.

At a recent period a method of treating large
abscesses and diffused collections of pus in cellular
tissue by the introduction of large perforated
drainage-tubes, was practised. Through these tubes
the antiseptic solutions were frequently injected,with a view to irrigate the diseased surfaces and
tissues. It was a most unscientific method, and
was soon abandoned. Instead of it, we have the
present rational practice of carefully opening all
collections of pus, cleansing the cavities, remnoving
all granulations and other diseased tissues, and
closing the wound permanently. The former
method often resulted most disastrously ; the pre-
sent never fails of complete success when properly
performed.

Perhaps the most marked illustration of the great
improvement in operative surgery in Bellevue, may
be found in the unvarying success which attends
the treatment of simple fracture of the patella by
wiring together the fragments. It was eminently
fitting that this operation, so novel and startling
as to be received with almost universal ridicule by
older surgeons, should have first been proposed by
the great apostle of antiseptic surgery. By pro-
posing and successfully executing this operaticn,
he expressed his faith in his teachings in form
more emphatic and convincing than language could.
This proceiure does, indeed, embody the very spirit
and genius of the surgery of to-day, viz.: Boldness
to audacity im the conception of an operation, and

conservatism the most absolute in the nethod and
means employed in executing it. And yet this
operation is now accepted as legitinate in Bellevue,
and is of almost weekly occurrence in one or the
other of its surgical divisions. And no operation,
so inherently dangerous whenl performed accord-
ing to old methods, has ever proved more success-
fui. It has now been performed in more than a
score of cases without an unfavorable result.

Though this paper was to be limited to a review
of the comparative results of the ordinary surgical
practices of Bellevue, formerly and now, witli a
brief comnmentary upon the means and methods
employed, I cannot pass unnoticed the success
which attends the practice of gynecology in that
hospital. The surgery of the pelvic organs of the
female is based on the same principles as those
which gov-ern the general practice of surgery inBellevue. And the results are equally remarkable.

Septicæmnia and pyemia are almost unknown in
the pavilion devoted to this branch of surgery, and
recovery after operations is rapid and complete,
unless the case is complicated with conditions quite
beyond control. The following statistics show the
great success of operations in this branch of prac-tice at Bellevue. Dr. Wylie states that since No-
vember, 1883, he lias performed laparotomy thirty
times, chiefly in the Marquand and Sturgis pavi-
lions, with five deaths. Of the cases proving fatal,
two were hysterectomies, one for cancer of the
uterus, and the other for a myoma weighing fifty
pounds ; two were cases of pelvic abscess, conpli-
cated with purulent collections in the fallopian
tubes. All of the cases of ovarian cysts recovered.

In reviewing the surgical practice of Bellevue,
it is not diflicult to determine the essential feature
of the present methods as compared with those of
the past. Cleanliness is the one great object sought
to be attained in all operations. Whatever may
be the final conclusion of scientific students as to
the cause of putrefaction in wounds, practically itis determined that the surgeon nay, with the most
absolute certainty, protect an ordinary open wound
from suppuration. To effect this object he finds
that he lias simply to resort to those measures
which are known to secure perfect cleanliness of
the wound. The agents now relied upon and found
efficient are: 1. Soap and water to external parts.
2. Carbolic solutions for the instruments. 3. Bi-
chloride solutions to all surfaces and tissues. 4.
Iodoform for external dressings. We nay sum-
marize the conditions regarded as essential to suc-
cess as follows, viz. : A clean operator ; clean assis-
tants; a clean patient; clean instruments; clean
dressings.-Med. Record.

OXIDE OF ZINC, according to Prof. Peterson, of
Kiel, is just as good as iodoform in the treatment
of wounds, is not poisonous, is cheaper, and does
not smell offensively.
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A NE W OVARIOTOMY T R CAR. carried into the tissues in operating; 3, it is, or
ought to be, furnished at much less expense than

BY E. s either the Spencer Wells or the " Fitch dome."
.DUNSTAR, M.D., ANN ARBOR, mCH. The instrument is nickel-plated and burnished

With a view of obtaining a less complicated as inside and out. I have used it in several ovario-
well as a less expensive ovarian trocar and canula tomies, and it works with perfect satisfaction. I
than the welt-known and excellent instruments of would suggest that if made of various smaller

r Spencer Wells and the "Fitch dome" I sug- sizes and lengths it will be found an excellent and
gested to Mr. Stohlmann (senior r telhandy substitute for the trocars in use in generalt tllan(eirpartner of theo h toasi i eeahouse of George Tiemann & Co.), to make for me surgery.
the instrument illustrated in the accompanying
wood-cut engraving. The drawing (which is of half TREATMENT 0F PELVJC HAMATOCELE.
size) shows so clearly what the instrument is, that
io elaborate description of it is necessary It [This affection is so comparatively rarely metconsists simply of two concen- with that we are apt to become rusty in the treat-trie and accurately ad usted mnent, hence it seems well to reproduce the follow-tubes, one sliding within the ing rernarks of Dr. Alfred Wiltshire's from theother, thus making a canula Lancet.

and trocar proper. The can- As to the treatment of pelvic hematoceles, theula (c) is adjusted by the set- cardinal injunction in most cases is absolute restScrew and lias i t a fen- and opium. The value of opium is here transcen-estrum shown in dotted ines dent. It tranquilizes, relieves pain and enablesat b. When the cutting point the exhausted and collapsed patient better to bearof the canula is withdrawn the blood loss, while it compels repose, both men-into the trocar, this fenestrum tal and bodily. But to procure these desirablecones directly opposite the ends it must be given in full doses, and be repeat-outlet tube (a), to which rub- ed as may be necessary. The best method is tober tubing, at convenience, is give it in one grain-doses of the solid opium, eitherto be attached. The instru- in pill or powder. Next to solid opium, Battey'sment, in using, is held in one sedative solution of opium is good ; but morphiahand just like a pistol ; the is much less useful in these hemorrhages, especiallyproximal end of it, which is in the cataclystnic forns. Ice and brandy, cham-capped with a solid convex pagne, or other suitable stimulants may be re-plate, is placed in the hollow quisite ; and, above al], Valentine's meat-juice isof the hand; the middle ring, 'îost valuable. Peptonized meats and other foodsand little fingers grasp it in .(Bengers's, Darby's and others) may be useful ad-front of the outlet (a), while juncts. In certain cases the hypodermic injectionthe thumb and index-finger of ergotine of Tanret (Paris) nay be helpful, andare free to fix or move the tincture of hamamelis may help in certain forms.canula forward or backward The bladder should be relieved by catheterism withas required hy means of the antiseptic precautions, as may be required. Theset-screw (d). When the cut- use of astringents, such as gallic and other acids,ting point (c) is withdrawn into the trocar, there is not great in these accidents, ior can I recom-is no sharp edge or point which can damage the mend the use of heavy bags of ice to the abdomen.tissues into whiclh it iîay be introduced. But besides medical treatment, certain grave sur-The special advantages claimed for the instru- gical questions arise in some cases, and demandment are: 1, it can be held and used with one urgent solution ; for example, in cases where therehand alone, leaving the other hand free for the are reasonable grounds for suspecting the source ofoperator to use as may be required, while the grasp internal hemnorrhage to be a ruptured tubal or(pistol-fashion) is so firm that the instrument is other pregnancy, and in similar accidents, such asunder perfect control ; 2, the construction is so bursting of a vein in the pampiniform plexus orsimple that the instrument can be cleaned and elisewlere, where the diagnosis is sufficiently clear;kept clean with ease; in these days of antiseptic iii short in those cataclysmic intra-peritoneal bleed-
surgery this feature in an instrument is an inport- inîgs wlere rapid dissolution is threatened, prompt
ant consideration. By removing the inner from the operation may not only be justified, but becomeouter tube every portion of both inner and outer inperative to rescue the patient from impending
surfaces of the instrument can be easily reached death. It must not be forgotten, however,
with a carbolized cotton swab, and there are no that even in ruptured ectopic gestations many
sharp angles, corners, or crevices in which septic patients recover without operation, as has hap-
imiatter can lurk to do its deadly work by being pened several times within my own experience.
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The difficulty of accurate diagnosis is no doubt
soinetimes great, but not always ; and when the

un< sl eliljudgnent a>-rives at reasonabl e
groll(ls, for belief that hiemorrlîage tlîreateînngl to
ie rapidly fatal is goig on unclecked fron a con-
trollable vascular lesion, then a bold, but not rash,
interference is justifiable, and in these days of
herodc abdominal surgery, laparotomy should be
donc without (lelay.

During the later stages of pelvic hænatoceles
watchful supervision of the patient is necessary.
The ladder should be carefully attended to with
scrupulous cleanliness and great gentleness. Bed-
sores should be prevented if possible. The bowels
as a rule should seldom be opened. The mouth
often beconies sore from the glazy and raw con-

ition of the togue and lips, therefore ail food
slould be bland. Sedative moutli washes give
much relief (borax, myrrh, wine of opium, mucil-
ages, and orange flower or rose water). The bet-
ter patients are fed and cared for, the sooner, does
the effusion (lisappear according to my. experience.
tare should be taken to guard against relapses or
exacerbations, which are apt to occur about the
tinie of the next cataîîmeial period. I have been
able occasionally to prediet a fresh effusion at these
epocls ; and when sucli happens, it is followed by
fresh manifestations of ha-iimatic jaundice. There
is periodicity about these forms of hemorrhage,
and the explanation of effusions occurring at the
inter-menstrual or fortnightly periods is that it is
part of a n iinor nisus that happens then. The
comlition of the vascular system will warn the
physician, and the sphygmograph or finger imay
iii(licate mncreased arterial tension, while the eye
can see the venous turgescence. Undue vascular
excitement may be reduced by aconite, anyl-nitrite,
mtio-glycermie, the brounides, etc. The pelvie
viscera mîay be quieted by acta-a raceiosa, mono-
broinide of caimphor, Indian ienmp, conium, gelse-
mine, and so on, given internally, and by vaginal
pessaries of iodoforim, coma, morphia, atropia, etc.,or by rectal suppositories. An atmnosphere of tur-
pentine about the sick chamber is good, both foi
styptic and purifvi ng influences. With reference
to the puncture of hanatoceles, I should as a rule,<leprecate opening, and would counsel caution in
resorting to any operative measures. Should relief
become necessary in the latter stages from suspi-
cion of suppuration or decomposition of blood, or
from clear evidence of intolerable or dangerous
tension, then aspirate by the vagina an(l not bythe rectum; but operation is generally undesirable
and should be carefully resorted to. During con-
valescence hot air and water will be found bene-
ficial, and where absorption is tardy, poultices of
scalded sea-sand and brine baths are essential.-
3fed. and Surg. Reporter.

ABSORPTION OF INTRA-PERITONEAL LIGATURES.-

Dr. J. C. Irish, of Lowell, Mass. (Boston Medical
Journal.) says :-Since the intra-peritoneal treat-
ment of ovaran pedicles with short ligatures lias so
uni versally replaced. the older modles by clamnp or
ligatures brouglit out at the lower an.île of the
wound, it has becoine a question of great interest
to learii what becom1es of tese fore4g bodies en-
closed in the abdominal cavity. This subject lias
been extensively investigated by Spiegelberg andWaldeyer, with a series of experiements upon ani-
mals. Doran, also, reports ten cases in whicli lie
has examined the pedicle at some tiie after an
ovariotomy.

These observers found that a plastic effusion
extending fron the proximal side of the pedicle to
the distal, over the ligature, would establislh a
vascular connection with the ligature portion, suf-ficient to prevent its necrosis. Afterwards, youn«
granulation cells would spring up and insinuate
themselves among the individual fibres of the lig-
atures, separating the threads and unravelling then,and finally, that these fibres would become entirelv
absorbed.

In exceptional instances, however, the li gatures
would slip off the stump, become encysted, and re-
main without further change.

I have beenî unable to learn the length of time
required for the completion of this process of ab-
sorption, or the variations in extent of time that
occurred in ditlrent cases. The following case,
however, demonstrates that complete absorption
of the ligatures may take place, as it seemîs to nie,in a very short space of timîe.

January 13, 1885, I renoved an ovarian tumor
froni a patient at Lowell. The pedicle was ligated
in two sections with " Tait's Knot." The ligatures
were cut short and enclosed in'the abdominal cavity.
The patient nade a rapid and complete 'ecoveîy
frop the ovaiotomy. But d ay th, that is four
months less eight days after the date of the ova-
rian operation, she died of acute pulmonary tuber-
culosis. At the post-mnortem examination, a very
careful searcli was made for the ligatures. AIl
trace of them had disappeared from the pedicle.
Although it was very improbable, fron the inannier
in which the pedicle had been tied, that they could
have slipped off and become encysted, still so
thorough an examination of the pelvic cavity wasmade as to convince us that it was impossible that
thev had found any place of lodgenent there.
Therefore, in this instance, the entire absorption
of the ligatures had taken place in twelve weeks
or less.

EXTERNAL TREATMENT oF Nî(aIIHT-SWEATS.--The
Therapeutic Gazette (August 15,) remarks concern-
ng the treatment of night-sweats by external ap-
plications, that Nicolai (Gazette Médicale de Paris,June 6, 1885) obtained very good results in the
case of night-sweats of plthisical patients, and
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others, by the employment of eiglt gramms of chlo- gives no time, in the majority of instances, for thraidissolved in twotumlersfulof a mixture of equal production of jaundice, which only takes place afteparts of brandy anîd w'vater. Every evening before lîgConiîe obtuto ofti1h onogoitg to sleep, the p)atients are washied off' with a 1duct.--Brit,. Mc1d. .Jou rnai.sponige soaked wtb this solution, and if tnat doesnot serve to control the sweating, the shirt in VACCINATION AFTER ExposuRE.-Accordiîîg t(which the patient sleeps is soaked with the samîîe the last quarterlA report of the proceedings of tusolution and then dried. The effect of this treat- Illinois State Board of Heath, 144 persons suf
ment is claimed to be especially satisfactory in fered froi sall-ox, the disease haing been concases of children, not suffering from phthisis, in tracte( at a ne-ro x protracted meeting," and owhoni iight-sweats are present. Sonetinies four t dis nunber o 20 lad neer been vaccinated.rubbings with this solution are suñicient to entirely Within f ro three days "lto about a week " c farrest the night-sweats for several weeks. theseu f t20 persons were vaccinated. Aongst teThe tincture of belladonna is also highly recom- remaining 106 cases 38 died, beidg a nortality atmended by Radakow for the suppression of the the rate of 35.84 per cent. 0f te 14 vaccitatednight-sweats of phthisis by external friction with fte of aIl recet. Of the 37a mixture of four grammes of the tincture of bel- who had been vaccinate rior to exposure, oe3ladonna with thirty grammes of water, the friction single person, vaccinated once twenty-xse yearsto be made about two hours before the ordinary before, died. The late Mr. Marson attached noonset of the sweating. The fluid is to be poured value to vaccination if performed after at intervalinto the palm of the hand and then rubbed over of four complete days from the exposure, bis state-the entire body, with the exception of the head ment eing as follows: tSuppose an unvaccinate-and the extremities, and the manipulation may be person to inhale the germ of variola on Mondaycontinued until the skini becomes quite miîoist. if lie be vaccinated as late as tae following ed-Thîis treatment lias been enployed by Radakow in nebsay the vaccination will be in time to ineventIifty cases, and he clains that it has not failed in srall-pox being developed ; if it ie put off untila single instance, although somietiies localized Thuosday the small-pox will appear, but it uill besweatings appeared on the parts which had iot nsioihed ; if the vaccination be delaye,' untill Fb-been bathed with the tincture of belladonna.- day it wil be of no useait i l eot bave had tiFre
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JAUNDICE AND PAIN IN BILIARY CoLIC.-Mr.
Lawson Tait, ini the Lancet, July, 1885, offers sone
suggestions as to the reason wblv, during the pas-sage of gal-stones there is frequently no jaundice.
In tifteen cases of cholecystotomy tiere bas beenno history of jaundice, and Mr. Tait has found

eoccurrence of.aundice, either in the skin
or ma th turine, during and after the passage ofte gali-stone, is of extreme rarity, and not, as
las been believed common. Mr. Tait believes that
the explanation of this fact lies in the following
anatomical conditions of the cystic and common
ducts. The common duct is not so long(3 inches)
as -nost text-books assert, and is nuch less rigid
and more easily dilatable than the cystic duct,
which is larger than is usually described, namely,one inch. Hence, we can understand how a stone,
if niot of very great size, will cause intolerable
agony while passing through the unyeilding cystic
duct, and without a trace of jaundice ensuing, the
gall-bladder alone being its propellent force; but
the moment it enters the common duct the extend-
ing impulse will be increased by the influence of
the whole excreting force of the liver, so that its
passage througlh the common duct is more rapid.
The chief symptom then, that of pain, is due to the
slow passage of the calculus through the unyeilding
cystic duct, whilst its rapid passage through the
easily distended and mucli larger common duct

o uaui ie stage of areola, the index of safety,
before the illness of small-pox begins." But the
Illinois report gives prominience to the belief that
vaccination lias a positive therapeutic value as
well as the prophylactic power to which Mr. Mar-
son referred, and in the fifth annual report of the
Board of Health it is alleged that " if a patient be
vaccinated during the febrile stage and the vacci-
nation progress normally tle areolar
stage of vaccination will be reached before te
dangerous tenth day of the variolous disease, and,
as lias been repeatedly witnessed, the graver
disease will be aborted, jugulated, or materially
m<y1ified." Hence it is inferred that it is never ton
late to vacciiate ; we prefer, however the alternate
maximîî laid down, which is that in cases whene
there lias been possible exposure " it is never ton
soon to vacoinate."--London Lancet, Aug. 22d.

CALOMEL IN BOWEL COMPLAINTS.-The older
practitioners were great advocates of the niercurie
salts-particularly of calomel - in bowel coin-
plaints ; and some of our recent therapeutists of
the " physiological school " adhere to the old prae-
tice only with a modified dosage. The old explai-
ation of the modus operandi of mercury in these
complaints was that it induced a flow of bile, and
the bile in turn arrested putrefactive changes nt
the contents of the alimîentary canal. It would
appear from recent experiments by Sternberg IMd
News, Sept. 12), that calomel does correct decom-
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position in the alvine contents, not necessarily,
however, if at all, by stimulation of the hepatic
secretion, but by its direct destructive action upon
the bacteria of putrefaction. Sternberg says :

" The following simple experiment may, perhaps,
serve to explain the demonstrated value of calo-
mel as an " alterative " in bowel complaints at-
tended with offensive discharges : If a little calo-
imel is broken up in a test-tube with putrid beef-
tea, a black precipitate is thrown down. I have
made no attempt to examine this black precipitate
chemically, but it can scarcely be anything else
than the black oxide of mercury which my recent
experinients show has decided antiseptic power
when present in putrescible material in the pro-
position of 1 : 1000, and entirely prevents the
putrefactive decomposition of beef peptone solution
in 1 : 500."

SALISBURY STEAK-The Salisbury steak is made
by taking the best slices of the "round " of the
beef, and chopping it with dull knives. The ob-
ject is not to cut, but rather pound the meat.
By thus treating it, the pulp comes to the top, and
the tough, fibrous portion remains below. This
pulp is scraped off and made into cakes, like sau-
sage-cakes, or in the shape like a good-sized steak
and gently broiled on a gridiron. It has been
found that meat gently cooked is more digestible
than raw. The fire must be good, so that the
meat may be rapidly broiled-that is, be cooked
on the outside and almost raw inside.

A little salt and pepper and a small amount of
butter addecd make a not at all unpalatable dish,
and one whicli contains all the strength of the beef,
with the tough, indigestible portion entirely sepa-
rated. This diet is used exclusively in chronic
cases, by physicians professing to treat according
to the Salisbury method. They use but few drugs,
and what they use are mainly tonics. The diet is
used not only in diseased digestion, but diseases of
liver, kidneys, stomach, bowels, nerves, etc., and
remarkable results are said to have been obtaiiWd.

-J. Y. Medical Times.

CHRoNIC ATONY OF BLADDER. -P. Donovan,
F.R.C.S.I., Kingstown, writes : In answer to the
inquiry of " Old Member," as to the treatnent of
chronie atony of the bladder, I would reconnuend
him to pass an electric current eacli day for a pe-
riod of five minutes, from a Stohrer's battery, from
the sacrum to the pubis, and along the perinæum,
and to try the following mixture at the same time,
with the cold sitz bath, or, better still, sea bathing
every inorning : 1 Tinct. ferri perchloridi, 3 ii.;
liquor strychnio. P.B., 3 ss ; -liquor ergota, P.B.,
3 ii. ; syrupi limonis, 3 i. ; aquani ad § viii. One
ounce to betaken twice daily.

I have lately had a gentleman under my care,
who had lost al power over his bladder, and had

to be relieved two or three times each day by the
catheter. He is now perfectly well, with full
power over -the organ, although lie is seventy-eight
years of age. The above treatment in this case
was most successful.-Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 22d.

EDINBURGHî MIXTURE FOR GoUT.-The solution
of the biniodide of mercury in potassic iodide,
known as the Edinburgh mixture, is of great ser-
vice in the treatment of gout. Dr. C. R. Illing-
worth (Brit. Med. Journ., May 30, 1885) pre-
scribes it as follows :

R Sol. hydrarg. bichlorid. (P.B.)
Potass iodidi
Iif. quassia ad.

5 vj
5 ss
5 vj

M.-Sig. Teaspoonful every three hours.

If there be much pain, he adds two-minim doses
of the solution of morphine, or five-grain doses of
chloral and bromide of potassium with simple
syrup. Of course when congestion or actual in-
flammation of the kidney or other internal organs
exists, this preparation should not be used.-
Therap. Gazette.

THE CAREFUL PATIENT.-The following joke is
at the expense of a Chicago doctor He was about
to anwsthetize a patient, when, in answer to a
question, he infornied the victim that he would be
entirely unconscious and know nothing until the
offending growth had been removed. The patient
accordingly commenced to fish his loose change
out of his pocket. "Oh, you need not mind the
fee until I am through," remarked the considerate
doctor. " I don't intend to pay you yet," returned
the patient," I wish merely to count my money,
to see how mucli I have." ' The doctor saw the
point and was much amused.

SUBCUTANEOUS LIGATURE OF THE BRACHIAL AR-
T E RY. -Dr. Raimondo Cannizzaro, being called
upon to ligate the brachial on account of a wound
involving the radial and uinar branches, made a
valvular opening by drawing the skin tight, tied
the artery with carbolized silk and allowed the
skin to slip back coverinlg the wound. The super-
ficial wound healed by tirst intention, anid in seven
days the patient left the hospital cured.-Revue
de C/Jirurqie, August 10, 1885.

THE USE OF IODINE IN IDIPiirHERIA.-Adamson
(Practitioner) adds his testimony to the efficiency
of the iodine treatment. He lost only two patients
out of 55 treated with the tincture alone, although
some of the cases were very grave. For adults he
gives from five to seven minims every hour, and
for children between six and 12 years of age from
two to three minims every two hours, Special
mention is made of syrup of quince for disguising
the taste of the drug.-N. Y. Med. Journal.

THE CANADA LANCET. [Nov.,
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tTHE PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENT 0F

MVAN KIND.

The physical improvement of mankind is no newproblem. From a remote period it has received
more or less attention; but not.until ourown time
has it received that attention which its importance
demands. Gradually this problem, in one form
and another, has been forcing itself upon the at-
tention of thoughtful minds, until now it has come
to the front as a question of the first magnitude.
To this end all civilized governments make money
appropriations, and in various ways promote sani-
tary work. All this is highly gratifying ; no
better evidence could be afforded of the spread -of
knowledge. -The common schools of a country are
the most powerful agents employed in sanitary re-
form. Filth, no less than superstition, is the
patrimony of the ignorant. Witness the opposi-
tion of the ignorant masses of Spain, Italy, and
our own country, to necessary sanitary measures,
in the present terrible visitations. Wholesome
sanitary conditions are not only evidences of ad-
vanced civilization, but are part and parcel of
civilization itself.

The physical improvenent of the race through <
improved surroundings, presents an attractive field E
to the philanthropist. In none are good results E
more fruitful or more self-satisfying. It implies r
less disease, less suffering, and saving of time and c
the expenses incident to sickness ; it means more a
power for the wage-earner, more food and clothing, b

and more home cheer and comfort. Such are a
few of the blessings that unfailingly corne to ian-
kind through the adoption and practice of well-
known sanitary laws. Sickness, suffering, and
premature death are seen on every hand in all
lands, even in the most favorable to health and
longevity. Especially is this true of the young,
of whom one - fourth die before it can be said
they have commenced to live, and hence, so
far as human eye can see, were born to no purpose,
leaving the pain, sorrow, labor and expense inci-
dent to their birth, life, and death, wholly uncom-
pensated. Of the number who survive the earlier
years of infancy, a large per centage die before
reaching maturity; another large per centage are
cut off in the earlier years of manhood and woman-
hood. Early death is the rule, and ripe old age the
xception. The remedy for all these ills, the sani-
arians tell us, lies in improved modes of living-.leaner surroundings, abundance of food, better
lothing, and more comfortable dwellings.

Good and commendable as all this is, it does not
neet the whole case. In the present day, thou-
ands are living surrounded by sanitary conditions
s favorable as can reâsonably be looked for. They
re well fed, well clothed, and well housed; but
re they freë fron sickness 1 do they rear their
oung, and die of old age ? All these blessings
hey have in a fuller degree; but they, too, are
ck, lose their children, and die before old age
vertakes them. True, the cottage of the poor is,ar excellence, the home- of infantile disease, con-
gious diseases, consuiption, and kindred affe-
ons ; but the palaces of the rich are by no means
:empt. Possessed of all that' money can do for
em, even they have -been unable to solve the
roblem-how to live out their allotted three score
id ten years, to say nothing of - the additional
ars of promise through extra vigor of -constitu-
)n. Hence we see that outward conditions, how-
er beneficial, are of thamselves inadequate to
ise the standards of health and longevity to the
gree intended by an overruling Providence. It
uld never have been intended that half the race
Duld perish before reaching years of usefulness,
d that but a few of the other half should die of
e old age. Clearly enough there are elements
destruction other than hunger and dirt at work,
i it behooves us to search them out, in order to
able to shun them and induce others so to do.
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In point of fact, these destructive elements are
already known, though but little heeded. This
neglect arises partly from the delicacy of the sub
ject, and partly froin the difficulties in the way of
applying a remedy. We should not, however, be
deterred from doing our duty by such considera-
tions. Effects 'are often avoided by a proper
knowledge of causes, even where compulsory laws
would be inoperative. That the sins of the fathers
are visited upon the children, .is a truth no less
certain in a physical than in a moral sense. "Like
begets like " is a truism as applicable to the human
family as it is to the herds of the stock-raiser.
Robust parents produce, almost infallibly, healthy,
vigorous children. We do not look for such re-
sults from parents of diseased or enfeebled consti-
tutions. The remedy is obvious. The stock-
breeder would say, Weed out all the weaklings,
and prevent the mating of all but the perfect in
form and development. That would be a sure and
scientific remedy, one readily enough applied to
dumb brutes, but largely impracticable as regards
mankind. That would be a practical working out
of Darwin's theory of the survival of the fittest ;
but man, as a moral, free agent, and king of all the
earth, would refuse to come under laws and regu-
lations so much calculated to thwart his passions
and inclinations, however much in the interests of
the race such laws might be.

How much could be accomplished by restrictive
laws is a question for the political economist.
Probably such a law would be found oppressive
and inoperative. Man's two-fold nature is a bar-
rier to the application of laws restricting his liberty
in this behalf. Besides the undesirable unions
based on mutual attachment and affinity, many
more are the result of social and material consider-
ations. Evidently the springs of action are too
numerous, and motive power too strong, ever to be
regulated or controfled by statutory laws. Amongst
savages such laws are unnecessary; Darwin's
theory has full play. The hardships and exposures
incident to their mode of life kill off the weak and
sickly, so that only the healthy and strong survive.
Hence transmitted disease is rarely met with
amongst the uncivilized. It is in civilized life,
where circumstances favor effeminacy, and where
the life of the sickly offspring is preserved by in-
telligent care and the skill of the physician, that
the blighting, painful, and destructive influences

of transmitted debility and disease are mostly seen
and felt. Strange indeed, and most unfortunate
too, that the very conditions which we inost covet,
and to which we point with most pride, should be
freighted with danger to health and life. Para-
doxical as this niay seem, it is, nevertheless, true.
Here extremes meet: In the lower strata, hunger,
dirt, and exposure, productive of suffering, disease,
and death; and abundance, cleanliness, and com-
fort, productive of effeminacy and transinitted de-
bility, in the upper strata. A noteworthy illustra-
tion of this fact was recently given to the public
by the St. Louis Medical Society, some of whose
menibers have a world-wide reputation. That
learned body actually had the temerity to discuss,
openly and frankly, woman's enjoyment of the sex-
ual function. The consensus of opinion arrived at
was, that desire and pleasure were the rare excep-
tion ; pleasure without desire, more frequent;
neither desire nor pleasure, common; while loath-
ing and pain were far from uncommon. Here we
have a certain proof of lack of vitality and physical
development, as productive of evil as it is contrary
to nature. It was ordained that woman should
bring forth her young in pain, but to ask her also
to conceive in pain is the acme of cruelty. Mothers
so constituted cannot be expected to produce a
healthy, vigorous offspring. Consider also the
conjugal unhappiness resulting from such unna-
tural physiological conditions. The women of St.
Louis are probably a fair type ot womanhood in
general, on this continent at least; and, if so, civi-
lized life must undergo a reformation before it can
be said to favor a high degree of physical develop.
ment. It is important that medical men should
know and consider these matters. Perhaps they
cannot do a great deal to mitigate the evils to
which we have called attention, but it is to them
alone suffering woman can look, and society at
large, for counsel and guidance in these difficult
and delicate matters. We all can do a little, if we
only would, and drop a hint here and a word there,
as we pass in and out amongst the people. In this
quiet way each can impart information which is
certain to bear good and abundant fruit. The
medical profession is open to criticism for neglect-
ing to supply popular works treating of these and
kindred topics. No kind of information is more
eagerly sought after, and none more difficult to
obtain. What literature the people have, of this
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kind, has been disseminated by quacks, and writ.
ten with an eye to business more than the impart-
ing of useful knowledge. What is wanted is more
light, which is, after all, the surest remedy for al]
errors, be they physical or moral.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The fifty-third annual meeting of the British
Medical Association was held at Cardiff, Wales,
July 28th to 31st, under the presidency of Dr.
Edwards, of Cardiff. The proceedings were opened
by a short address from the retiring President, Dr.
Cuming, of Belfast. The report of the Council of
the Association was the next order of business.
The report recommended the purchase of a site and
the erection of a building for the use of the Asso-
ciation, at an estimated côst of $75,000 for the
site and $50,000 for the building. This occasioned
considerable discussion, but was finally carried,
and the Council was authorized to buy or lease a
site, and erect a building for printing and publish-
ing the Journal, etc.

The President then delivered the annual address,
in which he gave a description of Cardiff, its min-
eral resources and other natural advantages, its
sanitary work, etc. He said that the health officer
of to-day stands, as did the Hebrew priest of old,
between the living and the dead. He next re-
ferred to the British Medical Association, which
had now come to be a power in the land, socially,
politically, and morally. He also alluded to the
advances in medical science which had been made
during its growth, as, for example, the use of chlo-
roform, ether, iodoform, the bromides, antiseptics,
the study of disease-gerns, etc.

The address on medicine was delivered by Dr,
Samuel Wilks, of London. He claimed that dis-
eases arese from peculiarities of climate, food, race,
and surroundings, influenced by heredity. Bac-
teria and bacilli in pathology were now in the
ascendancy, but lie believed the fashion would, in
a measure, pass away, as Liebig's theory about
zymotic ferments had done. He ridiculed the idea
that each microbe had its specific pabulum. Dis-
ease was often the result of irregularities in de-
velopment of organs, and want of harmony in the
functions of various organs; in illustration of
which he referred to the curious intermittent or
remittent action of many organs. Dr. Wm.

Roberts delivered the address on therapeutics, in
which he fully considered the important subject of

dietetics, treating first of milk, to whieh he gave
> the first place among liquid foods. Next to milk

lie ranked beef-tea and other méat decoctions and
infusions. Beaten-up eggs also received a due share
of attention, as being a highly nutritive form of

liquid food. le also alluded to the enormous
trade which has grown up of late years in "pre-
pared foods," and stated his preference for the
several articles of food in their simple state, with
which a skilful nurse could prepare what was
necessary for the patient if provided with proper
cooking utensils and materials for preparing pep-
tonized articles of food.

The address on surgery was delivered by Dr. E.
H.- Bennett, of Dublin, on "Injuries of the Skele-
ton," and the best method of studying fractures.
This, he claimed, was accomplished, not by dissect-
ing cadavers or experimenting on animals, but by
studying many cases of the saine kind. He had
studied one hundred cases of Colles' fracture, and
found no less than forty-eight cases of impac-
tion. According to this statement, we inust
be prepared to neet these two conditions in
nearly equal numbers. In Pott's fracture, he
found a number of specimens in which the fibula
was broken in the upper third instead of the lower.
Where the symptoms resemble a sprain of the
ankle, the fracture of the fibula may be overlooked.
He cited a number of fractures in different parts
of the body in support of his views regarding the
study of fractures.

In the section on obstetries, the addres was de-
livered by Dr. Henry Gervis, London, upon the
subject of "Death-rates from childbirth and cancer,
and the valne of antisepsis in midwifery." The
decline in the general death-rate was first touched
upon, and then the decline in death from child-
birth, which he expected would continue. He
warmly advocated the early and judicious use of
the forceps, great care in the prevention of hem-
morrhage, and the use of antiseptics both before
and after labor. He advised careful examination
of the parts after labor, and the stitching up of
lacerations. Corrosive sublimate or boracic acid
solutions he considered preferable to carbolic acid.
He hoped much good would arise out of the series
of seven questions proposed by the collective in-
vestigation committee on the subject of puerperal
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fever. In regard to cancer of the uterus, he ap
proved of early operative interference whenevei
practicable, and had hopes that much good would
be accomplished. While admitting the influence
of heredity, lie believed in the local origin of cancer.

The papers in the sections were of great interest,
and the discussions very profitable. The social
side of the meeting was also well sustained.

NEW METHOD OF TESTING WATER.

As is well known, all methods of testing the
sanitary qualities of water have hitherto been very
imperfect. The chemist has been able to determine
the presence of mineral substances and gases, and
to trace the existence of organic impurities; but
the biological condition of the water was unknown
to him, and he was, therefore, unable to say
whether it was fit for sanitary purposes, or not.
Through the labors of Koch, a new method has
been introduced, which is called the biological test.
This method has been satisfactorily tested by Dr.
Perey Frankland, of London, England, (LANCET,
Sept. 26) in his recent study of filtering and pre-
cipitating agents,, and has met with great favor.
A complete account 'of the process, by Prof.
Warden1 of the Calcutta Medical College, has been
published in the Chemical News, and 1reprinted in
pamphlet form. The test consists essentially in
mixing a known volume of water with "sterilized
liquid meat-peptone gelatin," counting, after a de:
finite period, the colonies of micro-organisms which
develop, observing the extent to which they liquefy
the gelatin, and, if -necessary, cultivating them in
various ways. The utmost possible care is, of
course, necessary in these operations; and special
apparatus is required. The paper gives full direc-
tions and illustrative drawings; and the importance
of the system is well illustrated by Prof. Warden
when lie reminds us that a drop of a cholera stool
added to a liter of pure sterilized water, could not
be detected by themical analysis, whereas the bac-
teriological examination would "with absolute cer-
tainty demonstrate the presence of a colnma-shaped
micro organism, while subsequent cultivation would
indicate whether the organism was the cholera ba-
eillus or not."

The scientMic and practical value of this new
method cannot be over-estimated. The testing of
the sanitary purity of water will become a matter

- of certainty, instead of a hap-hazard approximation
of the truth, as was formerly the case. It will open
up a new and interesting field for the expert micro
biologist, as it can only be undertaken by one who
has had experience in the study of bacteriology.

STRYCIHNIA IN DIPHTHERITIC PARALYSIS.--In
the Deutsche Medische Wochenschrift for May, Dr.
Reinhard, of Bautzen, relates the case of a boy
boy aged three years, who after an attack of diph-
theria, suffered from symptoms of paralysis in
the muscles of the palate and various parts of the
body, his gait being uncertain and staggering.
Tonic treatment, including iron, was of no avail,
and twelve days later the symptoms had advanced
so far that death seemed imminent from paralysis of
the respiratory muscles. Internal remedies were
useless, as the power of swallowing was lost; re-
course was therefore had to the subcutaneous
injection of sulphate of strychnia, 1 milligramme
(0.015 grain) daily. The next day the breathing
was quieter and the muscles were less flaccid, and
only fifteen doses were required to establish con-
valescence on a firm basis. No unpleasant symp-
toms were set up by the strychnia. Dr. Reinhard
mentions this case, not as anything new, but as
bringing.an old remedy to the remembrance of his
fellow-practitioners.

13ATHS FOR RIIEUMATISM. -- Turkish baths are
now largely prescribed in New York for those
forms of rheumatism resulting in deformity of the
joints. The baths are ordered twice a week.
Several ladies who have passed through the alka-
line treatment, find that these baths afford them
great relief. The medicine which seems to give
the most satisfaction is liquor ammonia, in twenty-
drop doses, three times a day, in a half tumbler of
cold water. The bicarbonates of potassa and soda
are objectionable, because they are liable to pro-
duce a skin disease resembling herpes.

A NEW THERMOMEER.-A new fever thermo-
meter has been invented by Immisch Bros., of
London, Eng. It has the appearance of a lady's
small silver watch, with one hand moving over the
dial, which is graduated according to Fahrenheit's
scale. Owing to its small size it may readily be
placed in the axilla, and takes but 3½ minutes to
reach its maximum temperature. It is absolutely,
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water-tight, and is therefore not affected by damp
ness. There is also no danger of breaking, eve
should it fall upon the floor.

KoUMiss IN CONsUMPTIoN.-In an article in th
Aedical Bulletin on the use of Koumiss in th
treatment of consunmption, Dr. Clifford Dock sayý
that after two months' trial in one of his patients
the results were most gratifying. The nausea
which had been troublesome was entirely removed,
and all ordinary articles of food were taken with
impunity. The dyspnœa was greatly relieved ex-
cept on vigorous exertion. The affected lung was
greatly inproved, and the general health bid fair
to carry the patient many years into the future.
This remedy can be obtained froni W. S. Robinson,
Druggist, 732 Yonge Street, or R. R. Martin, 171
Yonge Street, Toronto. Samples sent on applica-
tion.

PARALDEHYDE AS A HYPNOTIC. - This new
remedy bids fair to supplant chloral hydrate as a
hypnotic in certain cases.

The drug nay be administered as follows
R.- Paraldehydis ................ g 3

Pul. Tragacanth, Co. . . ...... grs. xx
Syr. Aurantii........... ...
Spts. Chloroformis. . ....... ni xv
Aquæ .................... ad à iij- M

Sig.-The whole to be taken at one dose at hed-
time.

ANTIDOTE BAG.-Dr. Murrell advises that every
physician should keep an antidote bag, which should
contain every drug and instrument needed in or-
dinary cases of poisoning. It should always be
kept filled and ready for use ; so that, in case of
emergency, the doctor could take it along or send
for it, and not be compelled to look for stray
bottles or instruments at a time when a life may
depend upon a minute.

ENUCLEATION OF DISEASED GLOBES. -Dr. Noyes,
of New York, in a discussion on a paper read by
Jonathan Hutchinson at the meeting of the Op-
thalinological Societv, London, Eng., said that
after twenty-five years' experience with enucleation
lie had come to the conclusion that indiscriminate
removai of diseased eyes for the purpose of prevent-
ing sympathetic ophthalmia was a doubtful prac-
tice. Of late years he had not so largely advised

enucleation, and in so doing he believes lie has
n saved many eyes. We agree with Dr. Noyes, and

hold that an inoffensive globe should not be re-

rnoved simply because it useless.
e

TREATMENT OF GONORRHŒA.-Gonorrhea may
be successfully treated with the following injection:

R Zinci sulph. . . . grs. xxv;
Bismuth subnit. . . 3 iss;
Ext. belladonno, . . grs. xx;
Aquæ, . . . . g viii.

M.-SIG. Inject one or two'teaspoonfuls four
or five times a day, and just before retiring.

We have found this moretgenerally useful than
any other injection we have ever employed.

MODERN SURGERY.--.-We desire to call attention
to an article in another column, from the pen of
D'. Stephen Smith, of New Ybrk (Afed. Record),
on the comparative results of operations in Belle
vue Hospital. The article -is worthy of a careful
and attentive perusal, indicating as it does the line
of advance in modern surgery in one of the leading
hospitals in America.

REMOVAL.-Dr. J. M. Cochrane, wlho has held
the position of Medical Superintendent of the
Hamilton Hospital, has removed to this city to
commence practice. He carries with him the best
wishes of the Hospital trustees and many friends
in Hamilton, and we heartily welcome him to our
midst.

CORONER.-Robert Mark, M.D., of Ottawa, has
been appointed Coroner for the County of Carleton ;
Chas. P. Pitcher, M.D., of Jerseyville, Ont., for
the County of Wentworth; W. H. Hamilton, M.D.,
of Port Arthur, for the District of Thunder Bay;
and J M. Hutchinson, of Brussels, for the County
of Huron.

APPOINTMENT.--Dr. R. M. Fairchild, of Brant-
ford, has been appointed Assistant Physician to
the London Asylum; Dr. T. W. Reynolds, of
Hamilton, Assistant Physician to the Hamilton
Asylum ; and Dr. J. Simpson, of Bowmanville, to
a similar position in the Rockwood Asylum,
Kingston.

In speaking of premature meriopause, Dr. T
Gaillard Thomas said : " When called upon to ex-
press an opinion in the early part of a supposed
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pregnancy, you should always say that up to the pans, Scotland, will be read with delight not only by
end of the third month no one can decide the niatter psychologists, but also by those not directly interest-
by even the most careful examinuation." ed inthe subject. Technicalterms have beenavoided

Sas far' as a clear understandimg of the sulbJects un-The deatlh of Dr. J. L. Atlee, of Lancaster, Pa.,
. der discussion would allow. A careful studv ofbirother of W. L. Atlee, M\ D., of Phiiladlelpliiei, is an- dsae riifnto a nbe h uhrt

niouncied in our Amnerican exchang-es. chseased brain funiction has enabled the author to
uhgive explanations of some important events in his-

tory. The work deals with the hallucinations of
10ook and antphleti. Molainned, Luther, Swedenborg, and Joan of

Arc ; the insanity of power, as exemplified in the
POIsoNs, TIEIR EFFECTS AND DETECTION, by Alex- Claudian-Julian family, Marcus Aurelius, etc.

ander Wynter Blyth, M. R. C. S., F.C.S., etc. 2 the hereditary neurosis of the family of Spain;
volumes. W. Wood & Co. unconscious cerebration ; the relation of words to
"And if a man did need a poison now," surely thought; dual functions of the double brain; and

these two volumes might supply him with a very a J
comprehensive catalogue of all sorts, from both i written in a popular style, and yet deals with
the organic and the inorganic world, and in this abstruse subjects of absorbing iuterest. Many of
age of wondrous discoveries, murderous inventions the papers have already appeared in the Jurnal
and lightning speed, it behooves every person to 9' Ment"l ýS'ience and in Brain. The autlor ac-
press to the front, and possess himself of the very knowledges advice and assistance from Dr. Clous-
latest intelligence from the great battle-field of tou, of Edinburgh, Dr. Grierson, Prof. Turner,
science, and get hold of good books before they
pass, as their predecessors have done, into the 'Tis the blot upon the brain
dark vale of the forgotten. Uncle Toby said that That will show itself without.

mothiag was made to last forever. It must be a T sNNYSON.
paragon of a good wanlk on any branch of niedicale A bsOMPLETE PRONOUNCIN MEDICAL DICTIONARY,eibracing the termiuology of medicine andotherwise how could the infinitude of new ones kindred sciences, with their signification, ety-
find either buyers or readers, to say nothing of ndother, and pronunciation wth an Appendix,
sheif rooni or dimmed eyesight. Still we hope con"prising the Latin t erns and phrases occuba-

thatthi w'rk f Wnte Blyh 'ilIhav sufi- ring iniiimedical works, etc. By Joseph Thoinas,

that ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T a whsw r fý y trByh wilh v uf- - M L . . Pil hw telfha wihu."B ipi ct

dient vitality to elongate its existence over a dozen 1NM.D.) LD hldlha:J .Lpict
nt ng w e to ase to the & Co. Toronto: Wilmiaunson & Co.winters, andias 

Dihenar re l 
éeases to presen thet b theaspect of youth, we would trst that its author Thood bnas onoa realy anil branchonoeftdni

will contnioue ale to orute winh vigor an(l to e rin i eohr o te iint of nc vocalar of the teris used ediine an k-

(liedfscoencs.rTdemeedneyogsiohtthetarionseterpeie nto viality t ogte itsexisenet oe a dozny

ing science, of which lie lias certaintiy been an eas o ut u a h used in neicine has received special attention, teof ctsenoue ae hothrtori h igor , and well importance of which can'scarcely be over-estiiated.
entitle te publishers to the grateful respect of thete o o ie n
profession. of a literal translation of the various Latin phrases

occurring in the Dictionary. The work lias beeu
THE BLOT UPON TIIE BRAIN: Studies ii liistory prepared with great care, thoroughiness and accu-and Psychology. By Wm. W. IrelaMd, M.D., racy, and canuot fail to be appreciated by all in-Edin., forrnerly of H..Indian Army, Corres telliet readers. We bespeak for the work the

ponding Menber of the Psychiatric Society ofln f t
St. Petersbug, and of the New York Medico- aoable oLegal Society ; neîvber of the Medico-Psycho- profession, and unreservedly give it our highestlogical Ae oiatioi. Edinburgh Bell & Brad- coireudation. Tt is prited ou good paper, ifute. Torouto: Williason & Co. clear type, ad bouud both in ecloth and sheep.
This excellent work, by Dr. Ireland, of Preston- Price $5; in sheep, $6.
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TuE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY, byf somnambulisin and hypnotism, are very interest-ohnAshurs, J.,M.D., Prof. of Clinical SurgJohn Ashhurst, jr., n g, and by the lovers of the marvellous sone partser nte University of Penni-sylvamia, etc.ery n t e Un ver ity f P iins lva ia, tc. of thein w ill be read w ith unusual interest.Fourth edition enlarged and revised, with 597

illustrations. Philadelphia : Lea Bros. & Co.,1885. Toronto : .Williamson & Co. BURR'S MEDICAL INDEX, adapted to the use of
Physicians, for the annotation of particular re-The above work furnishes in a concise manner a ferences to matters found in Text-books, Medicalcondensed but comprehensive description of the Journals, &c. The Burr Index Co., Hartford)treatment of surgical affections and the principles Conn.

upon which it is based. No pains have been This will be found a most useful auxiliary to the
spared in the present revision of this most excel- library of every physician by enabling hi i to
lent work to render it worthy of the continued make notes for future reference in the course of
favor and support of the profession. The general his reading. It fs convenently arranged with
arrangement of the volume is the saie as in pre- thumb boles cut in the edges of the leaves, ar-
vious editions, but there has been a slight increase ranged with a projecting alphabet printed in gold
of new material which has necessitated the addi- letters on Morocco leather. It is scientifically and
tion of upwards of fifty pages. The series of special y arranged for the needs of the physician
illustrations have been improved by the introduc- and surgeon. Ail words entered are indexed by
tion of a large number of original wood-cuts. The the first two letters. We heartily commend the
work is, upon the whole, a faithful and complete work.
representation of the advanced condition of modern
surgery, and is especially to be commended to the FOWNE'S MANUAL 0 CHEMISTRY, Theoretical and
attention of students and general practitioners.

English edition, embodying Watt] "PhysicalSCIECE AD AT 0FMIDWFER, by~ T and Inorganic Cbemistry." Witb one bundredTHE SCIENCE AND ART OF MIDWIFERY, by W. T.
Lusk, A.M., M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Dis- a sxt- Cg . Trons. iladelp&iao
eases of Women and Children, in the Bellevue
Hospital Medical College, etc. New edition Fowne's Chemistry is too well known to require
revised and enlarged, with numerous illustra-
tions. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1885. ay tpeian at or hn It b n for
Toronto: Hart & Co.

medical schools and colleges. The present editionThe new edition of this excellent work is just las been prepare with great care and is wortby of
to hand, and is cordially welcomed. We do no in-
justice to any other author when we say that and commend it to the attention of our readers.
Lusk's Midwifery is surpassed by no other work. of
the kind in the English language. Great care has RENAL AND URINARY AFFECTIONS, by W. Howship
been exercised in its revision, and the work is fully Dickinson, M.D., Cantab, KR.C.P.
abreast of the most advanced views on this in- This is the August issue of the enterprising
portant subject. We commend the work to the house of W. Wood & Co. It Ls loth coniprehen
attention of our readers. sive and minute, and it cannot fail to be highly

appreciated by every member of the profession,INSOMNIA AND OTIIER DISORDERS OF SLEEP. by who desires to be well instructed on the numerousHenry M. Lyman, A.M., M.D. Chicago: Keener morbid conditions of the whole urinary syste.
& Co. Toronto : Williamnson & Co.&- C. Tront: Wlliniso &-Co.The illustrative plates are presented in a betterThe above is a well printed minor octavo, ongood paper, containing 237 pages. The authora

bas probably had in view general popular instruc- INDEX CATALOGUE 0F TIIE LIBRARY 0F THE SUR-tion, rather than that of the medical profession. EON-GENERALS OFFICE, U. S. ARMY. Vh. iHe baas therefore very appropriately treatec bis Heastie-Insfeldt. Washington, 1885.subject in a manner sufficiently plain and untech- Great credit is due Dr. illings in carrying outnical to render the work acceptable and useful to so satisfactorily tbis great elterprise. It is witiothe laity. The chapters on dreais, clairvoyance, out parallel in the history of catalogues. There
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are already six immense volumes, and yet the let
ter I is only reached in the category.

ELEMENTS OF MODERN MEDICINE. For the Use
of Students and Practitioners of Medicine; by
R. F. Stone, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica and
Clinical Medicine, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Indianapolis, Ind. New York: D.
Appleton & Co.
This is an abridged work in pocket-book form,

presenting the more advanced views of leading
authorities, with reference to general pathology
and therapeutics. Under general pathology are
ineluded articles on the origin, nature, and dura-
tion of disease, chief symptons, diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment. In the second part will be found
what is regarded by the author as an improved
classification of drugs, followed by articles on their
physiological action. indications, and methodsof use
The work contains a fund of useful information
culled fron the-best authorities in the old and new
world.

A -IANDBOOK OF OPIITIIALMIC SCIENCE AND
PRACTICE, by H. E. Juler, F.R.C S., of St. Mary's
Hospital, London, etc., with one hundred and
twenîty-five illustratiois. Philadelphia: Lea
Bros. & Co. Toronto : Hart & Co.
This work has been favorably received both at

home and abroad. Some valuable additions have
been made by Dr. Charles A. Oliver, of Philadel-
phia; for example: the description of a new astig-
matic disk, and its use; the effectiveness of different
mydriatics, etc. The test-types of both Jaeger and
Snellen will be found at the end of the volume
The work will be found a reliable and useful guide
in this branch of medical science.

THE YEAR-BOOK OF TREATMENT FOR 1884. A
Critical Review for Practitioners of Medicine and
Surgery, by various contributors. Philadelphia:
Lea Bros. & Co. Toronto: Hart & Co.
In the preparation of this work the medical

literature of all countries has been placed under
contribution, and care has been taken to include
such recent pathological and clinical work as bears
directly upon treatment. It contains not only a
completeaccount of all the more important advances
in the treatment of disease, but also a critical
review of the same by competent authorities.

A TREATISE ON PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY AND QUALI-
TATIVE J1ORGANIC ANALYSIS, FOR THE USE OF
LABORATORIES AND SCIooLs, by F. Clowes, D.
Sc., Lond., Prof. Chemistry, Uuiversity College,
Nottingham. Third Anerican, from the fourth'
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English edition. Philadelphia: Lea Bros. & Co.
Toronto: Williamson & Co.
The work before us is divided into seven sections.

1. The preparation and use of apparatus. 2. Pre-
paration and properties of gases and liquids. 3 and
4. Analytical operations and reactions. 5. Analy-
sis of simple substances. 6. Full analytical course
and tables. 7. Laboratory fittings, apparatus,
chemicals and reagents. It will be found a sys
tematic, intelligible, and fully-equipped laboratory
guide for students in practical chemiistry.

AIDS TO THE ANALYSIS oF FOOD AND DRU(S, byH. Aubrey H.usband, M.B.C.M. F.R.C.S.,, Eng.,
author of "Students Handbook of Forensic
Medicine and Medical Police," etc., etc. London:
Balliere, Tindall & Cox. New York : Putman
& Sons.

The object of the work is to place in the hands
of medical practitioners, medical health officers,
and ,medical students, short, concise, and reliable
processes for the detection of the commoner adul-
terations in foods and drugs. A list of the appara-
tus required is given, also the preparations of the
standard solutions used and the method of testing
their accuracy. The work will be found very con-
venient and serviceable.

APPLIED MEDICAL CIIEMISTRY; a Manual for Stu-
dents and Practitioners of Medicine, by Law-
rence Wolff, M.D., Demonstrator of Chemistry,
Jefferson Medical College. Philadelphia : P.
Blakiston, Son & Co. Toronto: Willing & Co.
The arrangement of the volume has been made

in accordance with the author's system of demon-
stration. 1. Apparatus and Manipulations; 2.
Chemistry of Poisons; 3. Physiological Chemistry;
4. Excretions and Concretions ; 5. Sanitary Chem-
istry. The latest forns and processes, as well as
their modifications, have been given wherever ad-
visable.

THE PEDIGREE OF DISEASE; being six Lectures on
Temperaments, Idiosyncrasy, and Diathesis, de-
livered in the Royal College of Surgeons, Eng.,
by Jonathan Hutchinson, F.R.S. New York:
Wm. Wood & Co.

On the 20th ult., Calvin McQuesten, M.D., of
Hamilton, Ont., in the 85th year of his age.


